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Format of Women’s
Week to be changed
Program seeks to be more responsive
By Kathryn Hults
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Horsin’ around
Poly for credit
also try to teach students
the ability to compete
without being scared.”
Students at Cal Poly who
Valerie Crail, a recognized
want to ride competitively riding expert, taught the
now have a class that can First major clinic Monday on
teach them the basics of jumping. Crail, of Nipomo,
Western and English riding.
in stru c te d
stu d en ts
in
C o m p e titiv e
I n t e r  riding form and style.
collegiate Equine Events,
"Some of them hadn’t
ASCI X224, is open this ever jumped before ... nei
quarter as an experimental ther had some of their
course to anyone who has horses,” said Murphy.
mastered the basics such as
However, said Murphy,
brushing, cleaning hooves monetary demands may be
and staying on a horse.
discouraging to some stu
Katy Murphy, animal dents.
science instructor,
said
Students do not have to
response to the class has own their own horses to
been encouraging. At an take the course. Horseless
o rg a n iz a tio n a l m eeting, students can rent a horse
about 60 people expressed from Cal Poly for $285 per
interest, and 18 actually quarter, which includes
enrolled.
board. Students who own a
Clinics taught by leaders horse already can board
in the riding field compose a them at Cal Poly’s equine
large part of the class.
unit or trailer them in for
"We try to open students’ the twice-weekly class.
eyes to all kinds of riding
Murphy stressed that the
events,” said Murphy. "We
See HORSES, page 9

By Jenny MIdtguurd
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The Women’s Week program
is changing format this spring to
become more responsive to cur
rent events and give a larger
cross section of programs year
round.
"The program has grown so
much in the last few years,” said
Mary Kay Harrington, chair of
the Women’s Week Committee.
"We were not able to see very
m uch
d u rin g
F e b r u a r y ’s
Women’s Week. There were too
many fíne programs, and the
students had to choose between
too many good presentations.”
During Women’s Week this
year, 67 workshops and 108
speaker presentations were of
fered — 500 to 600 students par
ticipated and about 20 people
worked Women’s Week, said
Harrington.
"W e’ll still have Women’s
Week in February,” she said.
"One thing is we’ll scale it down
and not have the huge numbers
of presentations.”
Women and issues will be the
fo c u s on d i f f e r e n t d ay s
throughout the year, she said.
"W e’ll start the program out
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We were not able to
see very much during
February’s Women’s
Week. There were too
many fine programs,
and the students had
to choose between too
many good pres
entations. —Mary Kay
Harrington
ff
slowly,” Harrington said.
On Tuesday, May 9, there will
be a panel discussion on Roe vs.
Wade, the 1973 court decision
that gave women the legal right
to abortion.
"The discussion is on past,
present and future concerns,”
she said.
Part of the changing format is
to react and be more responsive
to current events, she said.
Other presentations will in
clude women surviving and
See WOMEN, page 4

Published Poly authors
to be recognized by CFA
By Laura Daniels
»fWWrtfr_________
T he C a lif o r n ia F a c u lty
Association will honor Cal Poly
book authors who have published
in the last three years at its an
nual spring meeting.
CFA members are invited to
the May 9 meeting in the Sands
Motel’s Conference Room from
4:30-6:30 p.m., and all Poly
authors will also be requested to
attend.
M ath p ro fesso r A delaide
Harmon-Elliott, Cal Poly chapter
president, will host the event.
CFA member Lynne Gamble will
organize it.
"(The event is) to acknowledge
faculty for their research and

scholarship, and writing a book
is certainly a mark of success,”
Gamble said.
Laurence Houlgate, chairman
of the philosophy department,
will speak on his 1988 book Fam
ily and State: The Philosophy o f
Family Law and the conclusions
his book reaches. Houlgate will
also talk about the process of
book writing and publishing.
In Family and State, Houlgate
begins each chapter with a recent
court case to give readers a con
crete example on which to focus.
He then evaluates the laws af
fecting the family, applies nor
mative principles to solve pro
blems and provides specific
recommendations for changes in
See AUTHORS, page 10

Trio o f Poly women vie fo r La Fiesta queen
By R ob Espejo
staff Writar

A crown is waiting for the new queen
who will reign over San Luis Obispo’s La
Fiesta Week — and three of the 11 women
vying for the rank of royalty are Cal Poly
students.
Patricia Chaldu, Julie Jacobs, and Tracy
Morrell are competing for La Fiesta Queen
and hope to win $500 savings bond that
goes to the winner.
"This is the second year in a row that
we’ve had 11 girls as contestants,” said
La Fiesta chairperson Debbie Collins who
got involved with the contest three years
ago when her employer sponsored a queen
candidate. "Back then I saw that La Fies
ta needed some help, so I stepped in and
became chairperson.”
The choosing of a queen is one of the
highlights of La Fiesta Week, a celebra
tion that bbgan in San Luis Obispo in
1925. This year the festival runs from May
15 to May 21.
Unlike most pageants that feature tal

ent and evening gown competition, the La
Fiesta Queen is chosen by the number of
raffle tickets she sells. From now until
May 15, all the queen candidates will sell
tickets for $1, and the person who’s ticket
is chosen on May 21 will win a three-night
trip to Mazatlan.
Collins schedules the contestants to ap
pear at events such as luncheons, fashion
shows, or Rotary Club meetings.
" I ’m like a mom to them because if they
have any problems, they come to me,” she
said.
Contestants are sponsored by local
businesses, non-profit or civic organiza
tions and the raffle ticket sales are the
primary fundraising activity for La Fiesta
Week.
” My dad’s secretary called me and she
sounded so enthusiastic about it that I
couldn’t say no,” said Patricia Chaldu, a
freshman business adminstration major. .
y
"I participated in the La Fiesta Parade '
with my high school marching band but
K.M.CANNONMuslang Dally
didn’t know anything about the queen From loft to right Tracy Morroll, Patty Chaldus, and Julia Jacobs
Sec FIESTA, page 19
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U.S. is flushing environment
by Alison Kelley
That’s it — I have had it with the American
Dream. I am not just angry, I am infuriated with
the Exxon Valdez incident. As someone who hopes
to become a beneficial environmental chemist, 1
can no longer live the fallacy that my countrymen
and my society are spoon feeding me. The only
good that can come from this most recent en
vironmental disaster (should be read as rape and
pillage) is a heightened awareness of the impending
devastation of the planet. As we sat discussing
this event in my political science class, I honestly
felt my blood boil as we were confronted with the
cold, harsh reality: Nothing will be done. No mat
ter what, WE will pay (not to mention the hun
dreds of animal species that have already made the
ultimate sacrifice). Exxon will claim a loss on its
1989 tax report, any fines will translate to increas
ed prices at the pump, and Superfund (a tax
payer-supported emergency fund for events of this
nature) will probably carry the brunt of the clean
up costs. Who learns a lesson from this disaster?
The Alaskan fuhermen and grass-roots activists,
that’s who. Certainly not the oil companies.
Or the American consumer.
We can consider the flowery campaign speeches
that translate to off-shore oil drilling on the
California coast, but remember this: Exxon "sim
ply couldn’t be prepared’’ to treat an accident of
this degree in "every potential area." They damned
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Once upon Prince W illiam Sound

Jocks get tax funds, scholarships

by Stewart McKenzie
Once upon a time, in a land where it snowed a lot
and people blew their snot into a cheap hankerchief
called Kleenex, there was a company.
This company was in the business to produce a
liquid that would power horseless carriages and
turn Buttonwillow into a notable lunch stop on I-S.
This company was very important to the kingdom,
as commerce and trade could not take place
without this liquid.
This company owned a big boat which
transported the elixir to and fro. One day, an evil
magic spell was cast over the boat, forcing the
captain to give up his responsibilities and drink
himself into the ground. During the captain’s she
nanigans, the boat ran aground and the liquid
spilled into the ocean.
Unfortunately, the liquid spilled into an en
vironmentally fragile area. This means man hasn’t
figured out just yet how to develop the area into a
200-store mall. But in the meantime, the liquid all
spilled out, turning everything all brown and
yucky. All the animals turned all brown and yucky.
The spell had taken its toll.
The company that owned the boat was really
sorry. The company was so sorry that it told the
world how sorry it was in over ISO newspaper and
print ads. After saying sorry, the company realized
that one boat probably carried over 90 percent of
the current world’s supply of this substance. To
make up for the loss, prices for the liquid were
raised over 30 cents a gallon. Funny how saying
sorry makes it feel so much better, doesn’t it?
No one else took kindly to the news of more
wilderness going down the toilet or having to shell
out the week’s pay to fill up a horseless carriage.
So the people demanded what is called an explana
tion. An explanation is what people demand when
they’re not really sure what the hell’s going on.
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well better be, or they shouldn’t drill. Period.
Meanwhile, America is out buying such wonder
ful products as Draino, Saniflush, Limeaway and
kissing goodbye to these products as they enter
that plentiful abyss of a sewer system never to be
seen again ... of course, not until they resurface in
our lakes, streams and atmosphere. The point is
this: until we alter our lifestyle and stop hazard
ously disposing of paints, cleaners and solvents,
until we stop DRIVING to school, one passenger
per car, until we stop buying the American Dream
that we should each have a car to drive
everywhere, that we need gas-powered leaf blowers
to clean off the sidewalks, that we need hairspray
to look good, that we need antiperspirants to smell
good (can’t sweat, now, can we?), until we stop
buying, literally, the American Dream, we can be
prepared to HAVE to contend with toxic waste
dumps, oil spills, groundwater contamination and
other blessings of this nature. WE are creating our
own destruction and that’s all there is to it.
Unfortunately, like the drought, it won’t hit
home until the day we turn on the faucet and not a
drop comes out. It always seems to take monetary
incentives to create a true conservation effort.
Maybe we can return this monetary incentive for
another century of clean air, rushing streams,
wildlife ... naw, that’d never work.
Alison Kelley is a biochemistry
major.

The company responded by quickly moving to
clean the spill up. The company knew it couldn’t
waste any time to haul in the frothy brew. So the
company got to work. A call was placed to
dispatch the world’s supply of Bounty’s quickerpicker-upper to the spill site.
After weeks and weeks, an area 2 feet by 8 feet
was declared clean. The kingdom still wasn’t im
pressed, especially with prices so high, so the peo
ple turned to Congress for help. Congress is a place
where a bunch of lawyers in tailored suits argue for
hours about how much they should be paid.
So Congress asked the company point-blank
some hard questions: Were you adequately
prepared to fight the spill? Are you profiting from
the spill?
The company’s answers: Yep and nope.
This was good enough for Congress, knowing a
company that did over $20 billion in sales wouldn’t
lie to the kingdom. So, happily. Congress went
back to its drinking and womanizing ways on CSpan.
In the meantime, the company decided to amend
its ways. Half of the company’s profits for fall
quarter 1988 was put into the cleanup. And, by
gum, the company did it!
Unfortuantely, the kingdom still wasn’t im
pressed. The chairman of the company was kid
napped and forced to watch "Gimme a Break" into
his dying days. The other members of the company
board quickly resigned and took up useful jobs
licking stamps at the post office. And in the wake
of lost leadership, another company called Beatrice
bought the other company out. At last, the evil
black spell had been lifted.
And everyone lived happily ever after. The End.
And now, we will resume with our regular pro
gramming of reality, already in progress.

by B erke B reathed
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Editor — This is in response to
Christopher
Craig’s writing
(“ Athletes need support,” April
21).
We are sick and tired of hear
ing the athletes at Cal Poly com
plain about the lack of financial
support for them. The teams al
ready receive many thousands of
dollars of the taxpayer’s money
to pay for their facilities, equip
ment and coaches. They also
receive money for scholarships
from both the taxpayers and our
own student fees. What do the
taxpayers and students get Tor
this money? Nothing.
The whole point of our being
there is to receive an education.
As part of that education, stu
dents may take a variety of
physical education courses. The

M ustang
D a il y
The newspaper
for Cal Poly.
Since 1916

administration has seen to it that
we may train our bodies as vig
orously as we train our minds.
Intercollegiate athletics are
something that only a very small
percentage of the students may
participate in. All the money that
is spent on allowing the athletes
to play their respective games is
a waste. That money could be
used to hire more teachers so as
to reduce the number of students
unable to take the classes they
need because of the demand. The
athletes can continue to train on
their own, and they can take the
P.E. classes like the rest of us
have to do.
Bruce Gittings
Keith Ferrel
Mechanical Engineering
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Date rape issue sparks barrage of heated responses
Greeks defend
escort service
Editor — I can stand this no
longer. I am a member of a greek
letter organization here at Cal
Poly and. believe it or not, I am
not a rapist. Yes, it’s true that
there are a few of us left here on
campus (chances are you might
know one or two) who have yet to
rape someone. Despite what
Erika Schoenhoff seems to imply
in her letter ("Reader questions
safety of frat-run escort service,”
April 24). All fraternity members
are not rapists and to say that
the IFC escort service is staffed
by "possible rapists" infuriates
me! I am no more a rapist than
B. Drechsler ("Poly date rapes
linked to frats," April 20); therrefore, is it fair to call the staff of
the Mustang Daily "possible
rapists?" The story you heard,
Miss Schoenhoff, is just that — a
story. There has not been one
reported rape linked to the IFC
escort service since its beginning,
and it continues to be a reliable
method for a student to safely
return home.
In response to Doug DiFranco’s column about slang usage at
Cal Poly ("Dude. like, speak
English," April 13), greeks do
not have a monopoly on bad
grammar. We did not invent
slang, nor are we responsible for
its perpetuation in the English
language. To blame greeks for
the sorry state of our vernacular
is ludicrous!
1 believe I speak for all greeks
when I say that I am just as
concerned about date rape as any
other person on this campus and

am willing to do whatever it
takes to see this crime stopped.
It is important, however, to
realize that it is not just a pro
blem isolated within the greek
community. It is a problem that
exists in the entire community
and needs to be addressed by
greek and non-greek alike. I cau
tion anyone on the dangers of
assigning the guilt ot one par
ticular organization, lest he or
she be guilty of the same pre
judice for which we are so often,
incorrectly, condemned.

vice
p resid en t.
“ P o litical
naivete” were the words that you
chose. There was no loser in the
vice-presidential election, except
for the un-researched comment
about Teresa in your column.
I will be graduating in June
and I will always value the time I
spent involved in ASI and as a
greek. The media will always be
the same, looking for people to
raise an eyebrow and for people
like myself to refute their col
umns.

Scott Garland, vice president
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

John Moons
Alpha Gamma Rho member
and ASI vice president

Editor — Is it a bad time to be a
Cal Poly greek? I think not.
I sure don’t want to bother
escorting another person again
after reading Erika Schoenhoffs
letter ("Reader questions safety
of frat-run escort service," April
24) criticizing the escort system.
But after my anger subsided, I
decided that I was doing the
right thing by continuing to par
ticipate with all my brothers in
the escort service.
The average student reads how
the good ole days in ASl were
better than today via a column
titled "Sling some mud. damn it"
(April 21) by Alison Skratt. Weil,
Alison, the only good that
mudslinging does is give news
papers easy work and accomplish
nothing with our student cor
poration. Oh, by the way. if you
want the good ole days back with
three-hour senate meetings every
Wednesday night, I certainly
won’t be chairing them.
Also, Teresa Huffman is a far
cry from being an inexperienced
candidate for the position of ASI

Editor — This letter, which I am
sure is one of many, is in
response to Erika SchoenhofPs
letter regarding date rape and
the fraternity system ("Reader
questions safety of frat-run
escort service," April 24). While I
am not arguing the points made
by B. Drechsler in her column
("Poly date rapes linked to
frats," April 20), I am outraged
by the aforementioned letter.
Ms. Schoenhoff, when talking
about fear or ignorance, it might
be useful to look at yourself.
Your letter will probably do more
damage than good. First of all,
you begin your letter stating
that you had never heard of any
fraternity-related rapes here, and
then you later completely con
tradict yourself by stating that
you "heard one story about a
woman who was raped by one of
her escorts.” Well, which is it?
Have you or haven’t heard of
fraternity-related rapes before?
To address your argument
about the escort service provided
by the Interfraternity Council:

The escort service is provided
five nights a week (Sunday
through Thursday). Each frater
nity is responsible for a par
ticular night. The individuals
who are escorting women to their
cars or dorms must sign their
names and to where they are
escorting. For an individual to
rape a woman while escorting
her. when his fraternity is known
to be responsible for that night
and his name is signed on the
roster, would take a person of
severely limited intelligence.
To condemn the escort service
for a story that you supposedly
heard is utterly ludicrous. By
making up this story, you are on
ly instilling needless fear into
women who now may be poten
tial rape victims because they
won’t use the escort service
because of all those " fra t
rapists." I am not arguing that
rapes do not occur within the
fraternity system. They unfor
tunately do. But they occur
elsewhere as well. I feel I can
confidently say that they do not
occur in the IFC escort service.
David J. Carlson
Theta Chi

Programs open,
causes explored
Editor — I am responding to B.
Drechsler’s column ("Poly date
rapes linked to frats," April 20).
As the current chair and
spokesperson for the Sexual
Assault Prevention Program, I,
too, am extremely concerned for
the safety of women at Cal Poly.

The committee has known for
some time that Cal Poly is not
insulated from the high rate of
acquaintance rape on college
campuses.
The Sexual Assault Prevention
Program consists of a group of
students, staff and faculty from
a variety of departments and
agencies on and off campus. We
have been working together for
over two years with two major
goals in mind. First, to develop a
policy and procedure to handle
cases of sexual assault on cam
pus. This has turned out to be a
complex and, unfortunately,
frustrating experience. Although
we have succeeded in informally
developing procedures to reach
out to the survivors of sexual
assault, the university has yet to
approve a comprehensive policy
and philosophy statement with
regard to sexual assault.
Second, the SAPP has been
extremely successful in providing
education and prevention pro
grams to a variety of groups on
campus. This year more than 20
presentations have taken place to
a total audience of over I,1(X)
students.
There does seem to be a
perception that the instances of
rape have increased. We believe
that it is the reporting of rape
that increased, not necessarily
the incidences. Through our ef
forts to establish a viable pro
cedure and supportive counseling
and referral services, we have
created an environment in which
the needs of rape survivors are
better served. That is not to say
that there is no room for im
provement. We are currently
See More Letters, page 11
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Sobriety checkpoint scheduled for Poly Royal weekend
By Christine J . Pocan
Staff Writer

This year during Poly Royal,
weekend visitors and party-goers
may find themselves subject to a
roadside sobriety checkpoint
hosted by the C a lifo rn ia
Highway Patrol.
A barrier of cones, signs, and
police officers, the checkpoints
are sporadic checks for drunken
drivers. All traffic on the chosen
roadway is required to stop for
the routine sobriety questioning.

Frank Strieker, public affairs
officer for the San Luis Obispo
CHP, said the location, date and
time of a checkpoint are not
released until the day before it
happens. The local media are
contacted the evening prior to
the barrier set up.
According to the SLO CHP,
last year, during Poly Royal
weekend, a checkpoint was set up
on Broad Street just north of
Orcutt Road. Nine hundred,
twenty-five cars were checked,
seven open container citations

given, two Driving Under the In
fluence arrests made, and one
vehicle impounded for driving
with a suspended license.
Strieker said the checkpoints
are set up around high alcohol
problem times.
“ The sobriety checkpoints are
planned ahead of time by the
CHP supervisor’s office,” said
Strieker. “ A lot of the chosen
locations are based on past expe
rience with problems.
“ When the media comes out to
cover the checkpoint it serves as

an excellent tool tor public
awareness,” he said. “ Our point
is to let the public know we are
out there.”
The CHP sets up the check
points with the cooperation of
local authorities. The SLO police
coordinate with the CHP inside
the city limits.
On the specified road, the CHP
sets itself up for a six-hour shift,
said Strieker, often between 8
p.m. and 2 a.m.
An initial contact officer ex
plains to the driver what is going

on and directs him toward the
next officer who determines if
the driver is intoxicated. The of
ficer assesses the driver’s condi
tion and either sends him
through or pulls him over to the
side for a complete roadside so
briety test.
Strieker said the last sobriety
checkpoint was set up on Los
Osos Valley Road on Sept. 2.
Over 800 cars were checked, 31
field sobriety tests given and six
DUl arrests made.
See hack page
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thriving in college, women in law,
and in the fall, a women’s health
day to explore their mental
health and gynecological con
cerns, she said.
“ The programs orientated
toward health and psychology
are popular,” she said.
The Women’s Week theme for
next year is “ Building Bridges.”
“ We will start using the theme
with the next event,” Harrington
said. “ By the time Women’s
Week is here, everyone will know
what it is.”
“ We want to make sure that
the kinds of gifts that women
have are represented and given
back to the university,” she said.
“ 1 think a year-round program
will lead to that.”
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GRAVEL DIVER
For 15,000 successful years v
You w riftled your way
Amongst loose gravel.
Intertidal stones.
And sand...
W ithout
L ubrication...
Until Good Friday,
When a drunken sailor
Slimed your Alaskan hideaway
With the only kind of energy
You can live without.
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Ecological threat

Central Coast, listen to the Sound
Oil spill imperils Alaskan sealife; could it happen here?
BY SHARON SHERMAN
On March 24, in Ihe early morning
hours, a disastrous accident happened in
Ihe waters of Prince William Sound,
Alaska.
So begins an open letter to the public
from L, G. Rawl, chairman of Exxon Corp.
The letter appeared April 4
in 165
publications throughout the United States
in response to the worst oil spill in the
history of the United States.
The Exxon Valdez, an oil tanker loaded
with 52 million gallons of crude oil, hit an
underwater reef and spilled 240,000 bar
rels of oil into the ocean. Since the acci
dent, thousands of
birds and marine
mammals have died and the thick crude oil
has spread over an area the size of Rhode
Island — about 1,000 square miles.
Company planners expect the cleanup
operation to be completed by Sept. 15,
said Joe Tucker, a media representative at
the Cleanup Coordinating Center set up by
Exxon in Valdez.
According to the Alaska Fish and Game
Department it may be years before Prince,
William Sound can support the levels of
fish and wildlife that existed before the
spill, the Los Angeles Times reported
recently.
Nearly 2,500 people are involved in the
cleanup effort now and Exxon intends to
increase that number to 4,000 in the com
ing weeks. Tucker said.
In coastal areas throughout the United
States, where oil tankers have become an
increasingly common sight from the
shoreline, the question being asked most
is, “ Can it happen here?“
The Central Coast is an area that must
consider this question.
Within state waters (the area up to three
miles from the shore), oil tankers can be
seen either loading or unloading oil at four
locations in the county, from Port San
Luis in Avila Beach to Estero Bay, about
five miles north of Morro Bay.
Chevron Pipeline Co., Union Oil, Pacific
Gas & Electric and the U.S. Navy each
operate a tanker berth.
Local oil tanker operations have
responded to the spill in Alaska by
scrutinizing their prevention measures.
“ After the Valdez incident, the industry
as a whole has taken a step back and is
looking at the problem of oil spills,
emergency response and containment,”

said Mike Cannon, district supervisor for
Chevron Pipeline Co. in Estero Bay.
“ We’re going back through our manuals
and making sure we’ve addressed
everything.”
Pipeline systems from the San Joaquin
Valley and San Ardo bring more than
60,000 barrels of oil into the Chevron ter
minal everyday. Cannon said.
In 1988, Cannon said, 130 ships were
loaded at the Estero berth. The total vol
ume of oil loaded there that year was 24
million barrels, slightly more than one
billion gallons.
The berth where the tankers are loaded
sits just 3,000 feet from the beach line at
Estero Bay. The ocean bottom there is
mostly sandy, with a few rocky areas.
The amount of tanker traffic at the

rels, or 420 gallons of oil. Cannon said. The
terminal was built in 1928, but records
dating back that far were not available at
the local office.
“ 1 think if you look at the history of our
facility, we have a good system here of
oil-spill contingency plans and emergency
response programs.”
A.l. Roest, a Cal Poly biological sciences
professor, said, “ It’s very definitely
possible that there can be a similar situa
tion (to the Valdez spill) at Avila or Estero
Bay.”
Roest said there is enough legislation to
minimize the possibilities, but not ade
quate enforcement.
"To a large extent the fault lies with the
government,” Roest said. “ (It) should act
as a controlling agency to make sure that

“ We should keep in mind that when people who are convinced of the
value of technological advances tell us, ‘we have looked into the
possibility of a spill and the chances are infinitesimally small/ maybe
so, but the chances are still there. And it can happen.“

— A.l. Roest, Cal Poly biology department
‘The public is a kind of schizophrenic beast ... I blame the public for
its gas-guzzling demands for being almost as equally responsible ...
There’s a public conscience and awareness about the importance of
enviromental protection and need to conserve, but that seems to only
translate itself into wanting someone else to do something about it.’

— Robert Griffin
Navy’s Defense Field Support Point, proper steps are taken to safeguard the
located next to the Chevron site, cannot be environment, he said. “ The government is
released for security reasons, according to the only agency that has the clout to force
Wendell Parrish, superintendent.
a private industry to do something.”
The PG&E tanker berth, located at the
Roest said the Alaska spill points out
company’s Morro Bay Power Plant, has the necessity of remembering the limits of
received 2.4 million barrels of oil from 12 technology.
tanker shipments since 1987, said Bob
“ We should keep in mind that when
Beard, a power production engineer at the people who are convinced of the value of
plant. From 1981 to 1986, however, there technological advances tell us, ‘We have
looked into the possibility of a spill and
were no tanker deliveries to the plant.
Cannon is optimistic that a major spill the chances are infinitesimallysmall,’
on the Central Coast Is unlikely, and that maybe so, but the chances are still there.
if there were one, the response would be And it can happen.”
Whether 'oil should he tankered in cur
adequate enough to severely minimize the
rent volumes, Roest said, depends on the
potential for harm.
“ Back to 1971, based on the records we degree of risk people are willing to take.
“ From the point of view of
the oil
have here at the terminal, we have an
average of spilling one barrel for every developer, he thinks it’s worth taking the
who is
21.8 million barrels loaded,” Cannon said. risk,” Roest said. “ Somebody
strongly
conservation
oriented
would
say
“ I think it’s a pretty good record.”
we
don’t
need
to
take
this
risk.
The largest spill since 1971 was 10 bar

“ The vast majority of us are probably
somewhere in between. We’ll buy the gas,
but we hate to see the environment ruin
ed.”
Roest agreed with Cannon that the
Alaska spill will be helpful in making sure
that any site where a spill might occur will
be better prepared. “ They probably can
never be fully prepared.”
Union Oil has more than 1,500 miles of
pipelines in the Santa Maria and San Joa
quin valleys that feed into their terminal
at Port San Luis in Avila Beach.
Ron James, division superintendent,
said most of the activity at Port San Luis
involves pipeline distribution of refined
gasoline and diesel products to Union Oil
service stations on the Central Coast.
Some crude oil does get shipped out
from the terminal, which loaded its first
tanker in 1910. In 1988, 3.7 million barrels
were loaded on or off tankers at Port San
Luis.
In the past four years, James said, there
has been only one spill involving a tanker.
The spill amounted to about I 1/2 gallons.
Mike Moore, Coast Guard marine en
vironmental response safety division chief,
said the Coast Guard annually inspects
every vessel, foreign or American, that
visits U.S. ports.
James said, “ They (the Coast Guard)
come out about once every six months and
we demonstrate deployment of our spill
boom, which is capable of fully encircling a
ship if there’s a spill.”
James said the differences between the
situations in Alaska and the Central Coast
are so significant that the likelihood of a
similar incident occurring here is remote.
“ First of all, the tanker sizes are much
different,” he said.
The tankers that come into ports along
the California, Oregon and Washington
coasts are called coastal tankers and are
typically 40,000 dead-weight tons. The
Exxon Valdez is 211,000 dead-weight tons.
Coastal tankers have a capacity of
120,000 to 250,000 barrels. The Exxon
ship, fully loaded at the time of the acci
dent. carried more than 1.2 million barrels
of crude oil.
Secondly, James said, there is no ice off
the Central Coast for tankers to dodge.
James said the public is quick to forget
that oil has been shipped out of Valdez for
12 years without a major accident. In fact,
the Exxon tanker was the 8,549th one to
See OIL, page 8
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Track impresses at Mt. Sac meet
The Cal Poly track team had
an impressive showing at the Mt.
Sac Relays last weekend.
The meet is the largest in the
U .S. with over 7,000 entries.
In the women’s 800 meters
Teena Colebrook ran a time of
2:02.87, placing her fourth in the
open invitational. The time was a
new school and NCAA Division
11 record. The race, which was
designed for television, pitted the
best 800 meter runners in the
United States and produced the

top four marks nationally.
Another impressive showing
on the women’s side was turned
in by Gina Albanese. She won
her heat in the 400-meter hurdles
in a personal best time of 60.24.
That time also placed her first in
Division II.
A number of other women
athletes turned in performances
that qualified them for the na
tional meet. Sherri Minkler,
Melanie Hiatt, and Stephanie
Barrett all qualified in the
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divisions.
The races are broken into
lig h t
an d
h eav y w eig h t
categories and are split be
tween men and women. There
are three skill levels within
those categories: novice, junior
varsity and varsity. Each skill
level races in either four- or
eight-man boats. Eight-man
varsity is the biggest event at
a regatta.
“ The women’s (heavyweight)
varsity blew the doors off of
Sac State,” said club president
See CREW, page 7

By Laurie Caroline Kayl
Staff Writar

Cal Poly crew cleaned up at
the Second Annual Poly Royal
Invitational regatta this past
weekend.
Sacramento State and Santa
Barbara City College were
both represented at the 13event race day at Morro Bay
on Saturday. The event con
cluded with Cal Poly winning
the Central Coast Challenge
Cup trophy for overall points.
Poly also won several of the
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3,000-meter run. Minkler also
qualified in the 5,000 meters.
There were three national
qualifiers in the 10,000. Patti
Almendariz, Amanda Marks and
freshman Tracy Leichter all
qualified with times that im
proved on their personal bests.
The women’s 1,600-meter relay
team
of Shanin
Stevens,
Albanese, Colebrook, and Aeron
Arlin also qualified for the na
tional meet by beating the quali
fying mark by just .05.
“ We could not have asked for a
better day of performances,’’ said
coach Lance Harter. “ W'e started
to get writer’s cramp filling out
all of the NCAA ‘Proof of Per
formance’ paperwork for the na
tional qualifiers.”
Dave Walsh and Chris Craig
posted times of 29:41.3 and
29:48.6 in the 10,000-meter race,
respectively. Those times placed
them at the 1-2 in both the
CCAA and NCAA Division 11.
Kevin Rankin placed second in
the pole vault ^hind teammate
Steve Horvath. With the vault,
Rankin moves ahead of team
mates Steve Williams and Todd
Arnett to the number two spot in
the conference. Horvath holds
the top spot in both the con
ference and NCAA Division 11.
The mile relay team was just a
few hundreths of a second shy of
qualifying for nationals. Coach
Tom Henderson said that the
team would have qualified if
their best leg, Rudy Huber,
hadn’t been boxed in.
Henderson also said that the
relay team is having a hard time
qualifying because they lead the
conference by a wide margin. He
said that there is no team to
push them to a better time.
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Alpha Phi takes 3rd in ISVT
By Darrell Mlho
Special to the Dally

Alpha Phi traveled to Zuma
Beach this past weekend to
compete in the 13th annual In
ter-Sorority Volleyball Tourna
ment.
Alpha Phi went into the tour
nament as a virtual unknown.
When they told people where

they were from, they were met
by blank stares. But as they
fought their way through the
first day of the two-day tourna
ment, San Luis Obispo’s location
slowly moved from the middle of
Kansas to an hour and a half
north of Santa Barbara.
Since this was their first ISVT,
the Alpha Phi team just wanted
to make it to the second day of

competition.
” If you make it to the second
day it’s supposed to be a big
deal,” said team captain Lisa
Satriano.
Alpha Phi went beyond their
own expectations and soon found
themselves in the top eight of the
winners bracket. Team member
Marcie McDonough said she was
surprised when she learned that
the team had advanced to the
winner’s bracket.
Alpha Phi was faced with a
new set of challenges on the se
cond day — stonger teams and
their own inexperience. But they
were determined. In fact, an an
nouncer described them as “ te
nacious and scrappers,” as they
dug, dinked and downed
Volleyballs on their way to a
semi-final berth.
In their semi-final match.
Alpha Phi finally lost. They
dropped a tough three game
match to Kappa Alpha Theta of
UC Santa Barbara by the scores
of Il-S, S-ll, and 9-11. Kappa
Alpha Theta went on to the
championship match, where they
lost to seven-time defending
champion Pi Beta Phi. also of
UCSB. Alpha Phi prevented a
UCSB sweep by defeating Kappa
Kappa Gamma lS-3 for third
place.
After a sucessful inaugural
showing. Alpha Phi is looking
forward to next year’s tourna
ment. Their goal?

"To defeat Pi Beta Phi from
UCSB,” said team member Dena
Demaggio.
Sigma Kappa of Cal Poly also
competed at the ISVT and also
it into the winner’s
Alpha Phi taam mambar N kkl Damagglo digs a shot In tha semifinal ISVT made
bracket.
game.
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& Horror Books
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Poly splits doubleheader,
draws nearer to playoffs
By Michael J. Levy
Staff Writar

In what was probably their
biggest doubleheader of the
season, the Lady Mustangs
earned a split with Cal State
Northridge Sunday. A sweep by
the Mustangs would have put
them in a tie for first with
eSUN, who is ranked number
one in the nation.
Laura Fawcett pitched a com
plete game in the opener, as the
Mustangs won it 3-1. The second
game went into extra innings,
but eSUN was able to pull it out
with a come-from-behind, tworun 10th inning.
Fawcett gave up just one run
on five hits while striking out
five batters in the opener. Lori
Peterson was 2-for-4, with a
double and an RBI. Other RBI’s
were collected by second
baseman Cheryl Lutes, and
rightfielder Missy Cole.
Going into the bottom of the
10th of the second game, it look
ed as though a sweep was not too
unlikely. The Lady Mustangs
had scored a run in the top of the
tenth, but CSUN was able to
score two runs in the bottom of
the lOth off pitcher Lisa
Johnson,
who went the full
distance. Third baseman Steffanie Adams went 2-for-4 in the
game for the Mustangs.
In the 10th, the game went in
to international rules, where the
last batter to hit in the previous
inning is awarded second base.
With the score tied,
the Lady
Mustangs scoredone
run, but
CSUN scored their two runs.
With the split, the Lady
Mustangs
are now24-12-1

overall. 12-5-1 intheCCAA.
Head coach Lisa Boyer said
the Mustangs are likely to make
the playoffs, but will need at
least one win this weekend at
home against Chapman.

CREW
From page 6
Janet Frappia. “ They jumped
ahead immediately and ex
panded their lead throughout
the race.”
T he
m e n ’s
v a rs ity
lightweight team also won
despite losing two rowers when
a seat came off the track. The
remaining six managed to con
tinue until the other two
rowers could get back in ac
tion. The team was then able
to pull together and take the
race.
Cal Poly also won the men’s
varsity, the men’s novice
lightweight four- and eightman races, the men’s varsity
lightweight four-man race, and
the women’s novice eight-man
race.
Following the races Cal Poly
unveiled two new boats. The
“ Spirit of Morro Bay,” an
eight-man fiberglass shell, and
a four-man wooden shell named
after Frank P. Smith were
christened. Smith is the owner
of the property where the crew
teams store their boats.
After winning this weekend,
crew still has a few more
regattas to train in before the
season-ending Pacific Coast
Championships, May 21 and
22, at Lake Natoma in
Sacramento.
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From page $
sail the Valdez Narrows since the
area opened to oil tanker traffic
in 1977,
“ I think we all have to be
realistic in our understanding of
this thing.” James said. “ There’s
always a possibility that a tanker
will get into trouble somewhere
along the Central Coast.”
Robert Griffin, self-described
environmental activist and a
former San Luis Obispo city
councilmember, said the fact that
spills will occur is not just the
fault of the oil companies.
“ The public is kind of a
schizophrenic beast,” Griffin
said, “ I blame the public and its
gas-guzzling demands for being
almost as equally responsible.
“ There’s a public conscience
and awareness about the impor
tance of environmental protec
tion and need to conserve, but
that seems to only translate
itself into wanting someone else
to do something about it.”
If a similar incident were to
occur in the county, Griffin ad
mitted the circumstances would
necessarily be much different.
“ But I don’t think the risks are
any less, and the consequences
are probably greater,“ he said.
“ The coastline is a natural
resource that’s taken for granted
easily, and abused without
knowing what the long-range
implications of that abuse can
be.”
Griffin pointed to the failure of
the contingency plan during the
Alaskan spill to support his be
lief that local em ergency
resr>onse plans are inadequate to
contain a major spill.
“ Their ability to control the
risks assumes that optimum
conditions to their advantage
will be present,” he said. “ Do
they do their exercises or drills
when there’s a storm going on?
Hell no they don’t, they wait un
til mid-June when it’s Lake

Placid out there in Estero Bay.”
Moore said the initial response
to the Exxon Valdez spill in
dicates that Exxon’s contingency
plan was in poor shape. But,
Moore asked, “ does that neces
sarily translate to all contingen
cy plans in the nation?” “ The
one positive thing from this inci
dent is that everyone’s looking at
their contingency plans,” he said.
” ... Every facet — local, state
and federal government, oil
companies and clean-up com
panies — are saying, ‘What did
we do good and what can we im
prove on?’ ”
Moore said it’s important to
recognize the lim itations of
human ability and technological
capabilities
interacting
with
nature. “ No contingency plan
will prepare for all the ‘what ifs’
so they have to be continually
reviewed and tested because
there are so many factors in
volved.”
Moore overseas the area from
the Santa Maria River to Oregon.
He described the Central Coast
as a “ microcosm” in the overall
oil picture since it has only four
tanker berths.
Despite the Coast Guard’s
em phasis
on
p rev en tativ e
measures, Moore said a spill
could occur on the Central Coast.
“ If there’s oil there it can hap
pen,” Moore said. “ The only way
it can be avoided is if there’s no
oil.”
Moore said the ultimate solu
tion rests on finding an accept
able balance between the con
sumer demand for oil and the in
herent risk that exists in pro
viding it.
“ Should the public decrease
their consumption to lower de
mand, and if not, is the public
willing to pay the price? The
balance has to be determined.
“ That’s what’s going to be
what comes out of all this.”
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Ride in Royal style
on the city bus line
No parking stress, no long walks
If you are planning to visit
the 57th annual Poly Royal
this Friday or Saturday, plan
to leave your car in the
driveway and take a SLO
Transit city bus.
Not only will you beat the
parking hassles, but you can
ride right onto campus and
skip the long walk to and from
your car.
Buses will run regular hours
along normal routes on Friday.
On Saturday, ail four weekday
routes will be used in an effort
to accommodate the more than
100,000 visitors expected dur
ing the annual campus open
house.
Buses will stop on campus
near Vista Grande Restaurant,
Mott Gym, and the Business
Administration and Education
Building (Clock Tower).
A Monterey Street shuttle
will also run from City Hall
along Monterey Street and
Grand Avenue to the Cal Poly
campus. These buses will run
approximately every half-hour
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. both days
to accommodate those staying
in motels.
For the first time this year, a
shuttle bus will run between
campus and the Central Coast
Plaza on Saturday. Drivers can
park there and wait at the bus

shelter in front of Gottschalks.
The buses will run approximatley every 20 minutes be
tween 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Fares for both shuttle routes
will be SO cents each way.
Patrons must have exact
change. Cal Poly students,
faculty, and staff can ride for
free with valid university ID
cards.
However, those who insist on
driving their cars are en
couraged to arrive early and
use the Grand Avenue and
Highland Drive entrances to
campus.
Campus shuttle buses will
run regularly during Poly
Royal to take people to some of
the popular exhibits that are
located a distance from the
center of campus. One will go
from Via Carta near the Food
Science Building to the Or
namental Horticulture Unit.
Another will leave North
Perimeter Road across from
the new Agricultural Sciences
Building and take visitors to
Poly Canyon and Design
Village.
For information on exact
routes during Poly Royal call
541-BUSS weekdays from 8
a.m. to noon and I to 5 p.m. On
the Saturday of Poly Royal,
call between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
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Campus computer system improved
By Kathryn Brunello
Staff Writar

OASIS, the online campus
computer system, is being
upgraded to make Cal Poly’s
student information system state
of the art.
The next phase includes up
dating software from the present
system (VSAM version of stu
dent information systems) to a
product (DB2) being sold to Cal
Poly by IBM for research and
development.
“ The next phase of upgrading
the system will be transparent to

the students,” said Arthur vices and equipment for about
Gloster, vice president for in $1.2 million, said Gloster.
“ DB2 is a de facto standard for
formation systems.
It will not be evident to stu data base equipm ent,” said
dents because the updated G lo ster. O ther un iv ersities
system will offer the same abili across the nation are also looking
ties but will have more ad at DB2 for their campus services.
Departments across the cam
ministrative capabilities to in
tegrate with other systems.
pus have been asked to look into
This new equipment is called their specific computer needs.
DB2, a relational data base
Once DB2 has replaced VSAM
especially for student informa with state of the art capabilites,
tion systems.
departments on campus will be
IBM is giving Cal Poly and given the opportunity to pur
other state universities, such as chase terminals for faculty and
Los Angeles and Long Beach, staff to further integrate into
about $4.98 million worth of ser- this system.

HORSES
From page 1
class is not for beginners.
“ It’s not a class to learn to
ride,’’ she says. “ It’s a class to
learn to ride competitively.”
For this reason, the class is
also open to observation. Stu
dents without a horse or the
money to acquire one may act as
judges and help classmates care
for the horses.

Most Cal Poly horse show
team members are enrolled in the
class. This allows them to prac
tice together twice a week, which
improves team spirit and helps
them to learn from each other,
said Murphy.
“ This class is a great experi
ence for anyone who wants to
show competitively,” she said.
Class members will show their

newly-gained skills Friday at
Hadley Arena in an inter
collegiate horse show put on by
Cal Poly’s cutting and reining
horse show team.
They will compete in events
such as Western and English
riding, jumping, and hunter
classes. In addition, the Polo
Club will put on an exhibition
game this Saturday.

Check Out Our
POLY ROYAL SPECIAL!
Mens and Womens Style Haircuts
(Includes a g re a t s h a m p o o )

o n ly $ 6 .9 9
regularly $8.00
exp. 5-11-89

THE PERFECT LOOK
1119 Morro St., SLO
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WE MAKE ICE CREAM
THE OLD FASHION WAY,
WE CHURN IT!
FREE ICE CREAM SAMPLES ON REQUEST!
Not just a place for great ice cream but also
serving Soup, Salads, and Sandwiches.
FANCY SALADS
ChefSalad.....\..$4.75
Cobb Salad.......$4.75

POLY ROYAL WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Vanilla ice cream, whole banana, hot fudge,
and butterscotch toppings, almonds.

Show your Cal Poly I.D. and get another
Poly Royal at half price.
728 Higuera St. S.L.O. 541-3117
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N ow all you have
to worry about are
m idterm s and finals.
We don’t believe academic pressure should be complicated by financial
pressure. That’s why BofA has been offering student loans for mew
than 25 years. To find out if you qualify for one. just make an
appointment with your school’s Financial Aid Administrator. Then pick
up an application at the financial aid office on campus or at your nearest
Bank of America branch. Or send in a
card from one of our posters on campus
and we’ll mail yc')u an application. Go
ahead—it could be the easiest answer to
Bank of America
the toughest question you’ll face all year. Dtiing the job for more Calikmiians.

m

Hank o( Ainerka NT&tSA

MemIxT FDIC
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IT major to attend elite army training camp
By Kimberly Patraw
Su m Writar

While other students are look
ing forward to a relaxing summer
vacation, Mike Crim is preparing
for one of the toughest experi
ences of his life.
Crim , a senior industrial
technology major, has been ac
cepted to the Ranger School, an
elite army training camp. It
combines mental, physical and
emotional stress to train army
personnel for the rigors of action
behind enemy lines.
This is the first time in more
than eight years that Cal Poly
has sent a cadet to the Ranger
School in Fort Benning, Georgia,
which has only 75 slots annually
for which cadets nationwide
compete. Four Cal Poly students
tried out for the school, but Crim
was the only one to be accepted.
The Ranger School is based on
a tradition of Rangers, soldiers
who scouted enemy movements

and lead offensives since the
Revolutionary War. Since then.
Rangers have played a major
part in such military manuevers
as D-Day in World War II. The
school is supposed to strain the
students to their limits while ex
pecting them to perform at their
best.
For example, while in training,
Crim will only be allowed a cou
ple of hours sleep per night and
one army ration per day while
completing rigorous physical
training and military manuevers.
Crim has no illusions about
how tough the school will be.
"I think it will be a pain in the
ass," he said.
However, Crim is not new to
the stresses of army training. He
isin the ROTC program, and also
a member of the 12th Special
Forces in San Diego, otherwise
known as the Green Berets.
Crim said that the training will
give him self satisfaction, but he
is not sure that there are many
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“ Not him, he’s a real stud,"
Singleton said, adding that Crim
is very physically fit and will be
at less of a disadvantage than
the other cadets because of his
Green Beret training.
Alex Hall, a sophomore in civil
engineering, went to the Ranger
School while he was on active
duty in 1985. He said about
Crim, "All he’ll be thinking
about is sleeping and eating: the
basics of living."
Hall believes the hardest part
for Crim will be persuading the
rest of the troop to follow him
and mentally blocking out his
needs for food and sleep.
Crim will need a “ whatever it
takes to survive attitude” to get
through the program. Hall said.
Crim said he has wanted to go
to the Ranger School ever since
he heard about it. He is prepar
ing for it by working out with the
Cal Poly rowing team, running
on his own, and studying the
manuevers he will need to know.

Crim believes the hardest
will be “ staying awake
maintaining an unstressed
meanor in a very stressful
vironment.”

part
and
de
en

Houlgate says his book is the
first of its kind in the world.
About 15 years ago, Houlgate
was attending a conference when
a colleague suggested there were
no philosophical studies on fami
lies, and maybe Houlgate should
consider writing on the subject.
“ When 1 started looking into
it, there was very little on family
philosophy," Houlgate said, ad-

ding that this made his research
all the more difficult since he did
not have any role models.
“ But I enjoy writing,” said
Houlgate. “ You’ve got to be able
to enjoy it.”
It is important for faculty to
write, Houlgate said. “ You have
to be up on the cutting edge of
research so you can give stu
dents the most current informa
tion."
Houlgate is now pulling
research together for a third
book. Ethics o f Family Relation
ships, about how people relate
morally and ethically in families.
A fourth book is also being con
sidered, American Family Policy,
examining the criticism that the
U.S. does not have a “ family
policy," covering subjects such
as education and housing.
Gamble said she already has a
list of 17 authors from the
various departments on campus,
and expects 70 to 80 people to
attend the meeting.
The honoring of faculty
authors has occurred on other
CSU campuses, but this is the
first time Cal Poly has initiated
the program.
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tangible rewards.
" It’s like asking what you’ll
use all those general education
classes for," he said.
Although the school is in
Georgia, the training requires
survival skills in desert, moun
tain, and swamp terain, so they
will travel to Utah and Florida
also. The students are graded
continually through the twomonth program. Only around 50
percent of the students will pass
the course, said Capt. Dave
Singleton of Cal Poly’s ROTC
department
Singleton has no fears about
Crim not passing, however.
Singleton went through the pro
gram himself and knows how
tough it can be.
Singleton lost 25 pounds in the
first two weeks of the program
due to a lack of rest and food.
Although the physical part of the
training was the hardest for him,
he does not think that Crim will
have any problems.

the current laws.
"I took a year off from
teaching to attend law school,"
Houlgate said. He said he en
joyed attending the University of
Virginia very much. "It was
great. I got to be a student and
didn’t have to take any tests. I
just got to sit there and take
classes."
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DON'T PAY
RENT
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priced mobil home NOT in
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From page 3
seeking
lo tte ry
funds
to
strengthen the existing program.
Students, staff and faculty in
terested in more information
about the work currently being
done on campus should contact
the Resident Student Develop
ment Office. If you or a friend or
family member has been raped
by a stranger or an acquaintance
and you would like to talk with
someone, please contact the
Health Center or the Counseling
Center. We encourage women
and men to refuse to remain
silent regarding this issue so that
a rape-free environment becomes
a reality at Cal Poly.

highly variable, our (rather poor)
data indicate that rape is some
thing which occurs in every
human population known. As
Susan Brow nm iller clearly
understood, rape is not ex
clusively a product of Bad En
vironment, but a cancer that
grows out of basic differences
between men and women and the
inevitable conflicts of their
ultimate interests.
Another point which gives me
pause is the idea that our society
encourages us to believe “ that
rape is an act of sexual passion
— when in fact (according to
Drechsler) it is an act of aggres
sion.” Unquestionably, violence
is an important dimension of
rape, whether that violence is
Paul Cousins, chair
Sexual Assault Prevention Pro explicit or implied. But to say
that sexual passion is not a fac
gram
tor — or to say that sex is such a
minor element in the equation
that it can be ignored — is
patently absurd.
Editor — B. Drechsler has writ
I think the current fad among
ten an important piece calling feminists, seeing rape as pure
attention to the unacceptably aggression, is self-defeating.
high incidence of rape at Cal Poly Consider these two cases; In
(“ Poly date rapes linked to Episode A, a man physically
frats,” April 20). 1 support her forces an unwilling woman to
assertion that this campus needs submit to copulation. In Episode
an im proved p ro g ram for B, a man simply beats a woman
preventing rape and educating us to a bloody pulp with his fists.
— men and women alike — about According to the Politically Cor
rect position, there is no essential
the problem.
However, there are some difference between these two
aspects of her column which 1 events. P arad o x ically , this
cannot allow to pass without Politically Correct view, which
c o m m e n t.
For
e x a m p le , purports to promote a heighten
Drechsler emphasizes that “ we ed public consciousness about
live in a rape culture,” implying rape, leads us to deny its very
that our situation is more or less existence. The only thing that
unique. In fact, the ethnographic “ really” exists is one variety or
evidence supports the conclusion another of simple, garden-variety
that rape is a cultural universal. physical assault.
It seems to me that sex is a
While the incidence of rape is
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component of rape, and an im
portant one at that. If we are to
understand rape, we have to take
account of the basic motivations
— which are, at least in part,
sexual — behind the act. To real
ly comprehend rape, we have to
investigate the fundamentally
divergent sexual natures of men
and women. The issue, as
Drechsler recognizes, is one of
“ sexual politics and their inher
ent power struggles,” but those
politics are not entirely culturally
determined. The struggles are
rooted in the biological structure
of sexual reproduction and the
evolution of the human species.
Of course, we can deny these
realities on the grounds that they
are politically inconvenient, but 1
don’t see this as a very promis
ing avenue to a long-term solu
tion.
1 firmly believe that rape is too
important as issue to be viewed
from a one-eyed, purely political,
perspective. A fash io n ab le
ideology is not enough. We need
knowledge, too.
Patrick McKim, professor
Social Sciences

Letters Policy
The Mustang Daily wel
comes your letters. Letters
to the editor must be signed
and should contain no more
than ISO words. All letters
are subject to cuts for
length and become the pro
perty of the Daily,
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Freshly Made Sandwiches
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PARTY ROYAL PACKAGE
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QM Pr»«kl«nt Robert Stamp*!, D*partm *nt of Enargy- Asst. Sacratary John Barg, Cal Poly atudant Chrtatina
Haalund and faculty adviaar Safwat Mouatafa wHh chacka totaling $7,000 to prapar* for th * Sunrayca.

Poly chosen to enter solar race
GM Sunrayce treks across 1,800 miles o f eastern U.S.
By Laura Bestor
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Special
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All Lunch & Dinner Prices
(with this coupon - $20 minimum order)
Party Room A v a ila b le

685 Higuera St.
expires 4/30/89

546-9700
Dowillown, SLO

Cal Poly was one of 32 univer
sities chosen to use the sun for
fuel in the first solar-powered car
race in North America.
The race, GM Sunrayce USA,
is an 1,800-mile trek across the
United States in a solar-powered
vehicle. Throughout the race, all
cars must rely on the sun for
energy — no other source of
power is allowed.
The race will begin at Walt
Disney World in Florida in July
1990 and end at the GM
Technical Center in Warren,
Mich. It will take about 10 days,
and the cars will travel on sec
ondary state and county roads
through Florida, Alabama, Ten
nessee, Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio
and Michigan.
Cal Poly was accepted to par
ticipate in the race aher submit
ting a proposal to General
Motors, said Safwat Moustafa,
faculty adviser for the project.
Sixty-one proposals were sub
mitted to General Motors.

Moustafa and Christina
Haslund, interim coordinator for
the project, accepted checks
totaling S7.000 in Detroit on
April 2 1. The money, awarded by
race sponsors GM and the U.S.
Department of Energy, will be
used toward the project. The
Society of Automotive Engineers
is also sponsoring the race.
“ The $7,(XX) is only a lOth of
our budget,” Moustafa said. He
said the budget is about $70,000,
with no cost for labor. Most of
the money will be spent on mate
rials and traveling expenses for
the race.
“ The project fits well with Cal
Poly’s philosophy,” Moustafa
said. “ That’s why we feel it’s a
worthwhile_endeavor.”
“ It’s an interesting project
because it incorporates all sorts
of majors,” Haslund said. “ The
communication and cooperation
between business and engineer
ing will be a great experience.”
GM will sponsor the three
winning teams to participate in
the 1990 World Solar Challenge
race in Australia, which is

MUDDAY STDEET STATION PRESENTS:
A Great Plan
A G reat P ric e
MURRAY STREET STATION PRESENTS A TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENT, DESIGNED AND BUILT WITH STUDENTS IN MIND.
THESE COME EQUIPPED WITH A COMPLETE KITCHEN. LIVING
R(X)M. BATHR(X)M AND TWO BEDROOMS WITH AMPLE CLOSET
SPACE. EACH APARTMENT IS OPTIONALLY FURNISHED FOR ONE
TO FOUR PEOPLE. EACH APARTMENT HAS RECENTLY BEEN
COMPLETELY RENOVATED. INCLUDING PAINT. CARPET. AND
LINOLEUM. THE COMPLEX FEATURES A RECREATION ROf)M.

Here We Are

SWIMMING POOL. AND BARBEQUES LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE

Murray Si. Slaliun is cenirally ItKaled
for the student who wants to save energy
and walk (10 min.) or bike {5 min.) to
campus. Two major shopping centers are
within easy walking distance, as arc
banks, churches, a large park and other
helpful services.

ATTRACTIVELY LANDSCAPED GROUNDS.

RENT: 12 MONTH LEASE $780.00/M0.
10 MONTH LEASE $840.00/M0.

1262 M urray Avenue
San l.u is O bispo. C 'alil. 93401
(805) 541-3856

The project fits well
with Cal Poly*s
philosophy. That*s
why we feel lt*sa
worthwhile
endeavor.
— Safwat Moustafa

scheduled for November 1990.
“ The vehicle and race are both
unique because they utilize a
limited energy source,” Haslund
said. “ It helps inform the public
that it’s not impossible to utilize
solar energy.”
According the Moustafa the
record speed for a solar-powered
car is 70 mph. During the race
the cars are not allowed to ex
ceed the speed limit.
“ With this kind of car how fast
you go is not as important as
how long,” Moustafa said.
By early summer they hope to
have the details of the design
worked out, Moustafa said. They
want the car constucted by
Christmas so they can have
winter and spring to run opera
tional tests.
One of the most important jobs
now is raising money, Haslund
said. They hope to get equipment
and money from corporate spon
sors.
GM developed the idea for
Sunrayce after winning the 1987
World Solar Challenge race, the
first international race of this
type.
According to Moustafa, the
race was developed because of an
interest in environmentally
benign technology, as well as
technology that uses a small
amount of energy.
“ This project has a lot of
value,” Moustafa said. “ The
people building the car now will
be leaders of technology in the
next century.”
There are about 20 students
working on the project now, but
that number fluctuates,
Moustafa said. He said they hope
to keep the number at or above
its current level.
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State
Final vote delayed
on assualt weapons
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Gov.
George Deukmejian spelled out
Monday his concerns about a
bill to restrict assault weapons,
a measure that was headed for
his desk last week until he
asked the author to delay a
final vote.
The Republican governor
said he was concerned about
Itwo portions of the bill, a proIvision authorizing felony or
¡misdemeanor penalties for
people who fail to register their
[assault weapons, and a section
Irestricting facsimile or near
Ifacsimile firearms.
have said consistently
[that 1 am willing to sign a bill
to ban assault weapons, but
there is a little diffículty in
trying to describe which guns
are to be covered and which are
not; which are used by people
in recreation and which are
not," he told reporters follow*
ing a speech to the San Diego
IChamber of Commerce.
"They have listed a number
Iof weapons but there are also
Iother provisions which can be
■interpreted as being of a more
Igeneric type of language, subIject to different interpreta*

tions. These are of some con
cern to us."
He said he also had problems
with the potential felony
penalty for failing to register
an affected assault weapon
with the state.
"1 certainly don’t think a
law-abiding citizen who may
neglect or choose not to
register a gun should be ...
subject to felony prosecution,"
he said.
The bill, SB292 by Senate
President Pro Tern David
Roberti, D-Los Angeles, would
restrict sales and possession of
more than SO models of assault
weapons, including the type of
semiautomatic rifle used to kill
Tive Stockton students on Jan.
17.
The bill would virtually ban
sales of the weapons after Jan.
I, 1990. People who legally
possessed the guns before June
1, 1989, could keep them but
would have to register them
with the state.
Failure to register could be
treated as a misdemeanor or
felony. The maximum sentence
for a felony conviction would
be three years in prison.

ivorce splits Spielberg,
rving after three years
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San Jose teachers leave class

C/nion says 1-day strike staged over contract non-talks
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) — The
39-school San Jose Unified
School District was hit by a
one-day teachers strike on Tues
day in order, their union said, to
force resumption of contract
talks stalled over pay and other
issues.
School Superintendent Hilda
Beck said all schools remained
open, but large-group instruction
was underway in the absence of
the regular faculty.
The district has about 29,(XX)
students, an unknown number of
whom stayed away for the day.
Beck said.
Bob St. Germain, spokesman
for the l,S69-member San Jose
Teachers Association, said a in

formal count indicated about 200
union teachers did not par
ticipate in the walkout.
The
su p e rin te n d en t
said
substitute teachers were called
in. Many of them had to walk
through picket lines set up at
school bus yards as well as the
schools themselves.
The bottom pay step for
teachers in the district is S24,9(X)
a year, the top $37,8(X).
The teachers want a 7 percent
pay hike, plus concessions on
items including working condi
tions.
The district offered a 4.32 per
cent rise. The last talks were in
September, and a strike was
authorized March 17.

On March 15, negotiations be
tween the teachers and the
district stalled after teachers re
jected an arbitrator’s proposed
settlement.
"What we are asking is that
the teachers come back to the
bargaining table to have have
fact-finding negotiations ... the
district is saying we either accept
the fact-finder’s report, or
nothing at all."
The last wildcat walkout, a
“ sickout" of about 280 teachers,
was March 10. A few weeks ago
hundreds of students at three
high schools stayed away from
class for several days to demon
strate sympathy with the teacher
demands.

Math, reading scores show overall gain
SACRAMENTO (AP) — This
year’s high school seniors are
better mathematicians but worse
r e a d e rs
th a n
th e
1988
graduating class, according to
California Assessment Program
test results released Tuesday.
Despite the drop in reading
scores, state schools Superin
tendent Bill Honig said overall
results are higher than they were
five years ago and improving two
to three times faster than the
rest of the nation.
" In the past five years,
California’s I2th-graders have
made so much progress that, in

LOS ANGELES (AP) — difficult, has been made in the
director Steven Spielberg and spirit of caring. And our friend
:tress Amy Irving have decided ship remains both personal and
divorce, ending months of professional," the statement
:ulation that the three-and- concluded.
'half-year marriage was on the
Spielberg, 40, and Irving, 33,
:ks.
were married in November 1985
"The settlement agreements during a private civil ceremony
ive already been amicably in Santa Fe, N.M. They have a
^ached by both Ms. Irving and 3-year-oId son. Max.
Ir. Spielberg," publicist Robert
Details on child custody ar
Friedman said Monday while rangements and division of pro
suing a statement composed by perty weren’t disclosed, said
)e couple.
Friedman.
‘We have decided to make this
Among Spielberg’s hit films
^tement public in order to pro- include "Jaw s," "E.T. — The
:t the privacy of our family, Extra-Terrestrial,’’ and "T he
[hich is of great importance to Color Purple."
the statement said. Super
market tabloids have speculated
Irving’s movie credits included
a split for months.
"Honeysuckle Rose," "Crossing
"Our mutual decision, however Delancey" and "Yentl.”

math, the average student is now
performing better than did 70
percent of the 1983-84 high
school seniors," he said. “ The
present-day senior does better in
reading than did 62 percent in

* ... 12th-graders
have made so much
progress that,
in
math, the average
student is now per
forming better than
70 percent of the
1983-84 seniors.*
__________ —Bill Honig

1983-84.
" ... average I2th-grader is
performing at nearly a full grade
level higher than five years ago
in math,” he said. "In reading,
the average senior is performing
about one-half a grade level
higher than in 1983-84.”
Average math scores in the
tests given last December gained
six points over 1988, from 250 to
256 out of a possible SOO points,
Honig said, and reading scores
dropped two points to 248.
Honig said math scores im
proved across the board for boys,
girls and all ethnic groups.

CONTI KI'S
BRITAIN,
ALL SMILES!
EVEN T H E
B U C K IN G H A M
PALACE GUARD IS SMILING
WHEN YOU TRAVEL CONTIKI’S
BRITAIN.
TOUR THIS HISTORIC ISLE WITH
A GREAT BUNCH OF STUDENTS
AND HAVE THE FUN OF YOUR
LIFE EX PLO RIN G ALL THE
FA M O U S S IG H T S . M Y S T IC
STONEHENGE, ROYAL BATH,
STATELY EDINBURGH AND THE
MAGICAL WEST COUNTRY.

The Sole of
German

YOU’LL E X PER IEN C E THEM
A L L W IT H A S M IL E ON
C O N T IK I’S G R E A T B R IT A IN
TOUR.

It took eight genera
tions of a family of
German shoemak
ers over 200 years.
But at last there's a
shoe engineered to
recreate the sensation and benefits of walk
ing as nature intended—on soft, yielding
earth. With a sole that cups, cushions and
comforts every inch of your foot, gentle sup
port for your arches and luxuriant toe space.
All this gives you many more miles per foot.
Birkenstock. If you knew what they felt like,
youd be wearing them now.

SAN LUIS

SPECIALIZING IN
COMFORT FOOTWEAR & NATURAL FIBRE CLOTHING

This POLY ROYAL WEEKEND (4/27 to 4/30)

Everything in the store is 20% O FF
670 Higuera (The Phoenix Bldg.) SLO
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VACATIONS
for 18-35s

FOR MORL: INFORMATION CONTACT:
Gullivers Travel, University Student Union

_________ (805) 546-8612
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NAACP: Nominee wrong for civil rights post
WASHINGTON (AP) ~ The
NAACP is setting the stage for a
potentially bruising Senate con
firmation fight by opposing At
torney General Dick Thorn
burgh’s choice to head the
Justice Department’s civil rights
division.
The opposition of the nation’s
foremost civil rights group could
energize liberal opposition to
W illiam
L u c a s, a b la c k
Republican who opposes racial
quotas and is a critic of affir
mative action.
Benjamim Hooks, executivt
director of the National Associa
tion for the Advancement of
Colored People, said in a state
ment Monday that Lucas is not
qualified to be the government’s
chief enforcer of civil rights laws.
His declaration of the NAACP
position came with the White
House expected to make a formal

announcement this week that
President Bush is nominating
Lucas to be assistant attorney
general for civil rights. The
nomination is subject to Senate
confirmation.
“ There are many positions for
which Mr. Lucas is eminently
qualified in this administration,’’
Hooks said. But the civil rights
job "is one of the most sensitive
positions in government, as it
relates to minorities, and we do
not believe Mr. Lucas is the per
son for this post.’’
Hooks said the NAACP “ feels
duty-bound to strive for the best
qualified appointee for this most
important position.”
People for the American Way,
a well-financed liberal lobbying
group, also expressed reserva
tions about Lucas.
Lucas “ is someone with no
track records and a lot of ques

tion marks,” the group’s presi
dent, Arthur J. Kropp, said.
“ The questions will have to be
resolved before the civil rights
community can support him,”
said Kropp, who heads a
270,000-member
organization
that helped defeat Robert Bork’s
nomination to the Supreme
Court in 1987.
Hooks said Lucas lacks exper
tise to be the Justice Depart
ment’s civil rights chief.
“ Each and every day this of
ficial must make crucial decisions
of a highly technical and critical
nature that demand specialized
knowledge, based upon experi
ence and background in this
area,” Hooks said.
J u s tic e
D e p a rtm e n t
spokeswoman Deborah Burstion-Wade said the NAACP’s
announcement “ doesn’t change a
thing for us.”

Lucas has been criticized by
some civil rights leaders since
Thornburgh revealed in February
that he had urged Bush to
nominate him for the position.
The NAACP chapter in Lucas’
hometown of Detroit voted
recently to oppose Lucas, though
the city’s Urban League group
decided not to oppose the
nomination.
The 61-year-old Lucas, a
former sheriff and executive of
Wayne County, ran unsuc
cessfully as the GOP’s nominee
for Michigan governor in 1986. A
former Democrat, Lucas has
been considered for other federal
positions in the Bush ad
ministration.
Civil rights leaders have cited
Lucas’ record as sheriff to dem
onstrate their view that he is not
qualified to run a Justice

Department division responsible
for prosecuting local police for
brutality.
In 1976, Lucas was held legally
responsible by a federal appeals
court for failure to investigate
allegations that a prisoner was
beaten while in the custody of
sheriffs deputies. Lucas says he
was unaware of the allegations at
the time, but the court found he
had failed to institute training
procedures to prevent brutality
by his deputies.
Criticism of Lucas has been by
no means universal among black
civil rights leaders. The Rev.
Joseph E. Lowery, president of
the Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference, sent a letter to
Thornburgh
praising
Lucas’
selection and recently Atlanta
Mayor Andrew Young expressed
support for the choice.

Night-vision goggles blamed for helicopter collisions
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — Night-vi
sion goggles worn by pilots were partly to
blame for the Arizona collision of Marine
helicopters that killed 10 servicemen last
October, the Orange County Register
reported Sunday.
A preliminary investigation report ob
tained by the Register concluded that
“ degraded depth perception, a factor of
flying on the goggles,”
probably

prevented pilots from seeing and avoiding
the impending collision.
The report focused on the cause of an
Oct. 25 in-flight crash during exercises
over the Arizona desert.
A UH-IN Huey utility helicopter and a
CH-46E Sea Knight transport chopper
collided, exploded and burned.
Niemyer said p ilo ts in nearby
helicopters saw the two choppers before

they crashed, but the goggles made it ap
pear as if there was no danger.
It was the first time the controversial
goggles have been implicated so pro
minently in a military crash investigation.
Previously, military officials insisted the
night goggles were safe.
At least 150 servicemen have died and
69 helicopters have been destroyed in ac
cidents involving the goggles, but military

officials have blamed almost all of them on
pilot error, the Register said.
“ The report clearly slams the goggles.”
said Rep. Frank McCloskey, the House
Armed Services Committee member who
requested a congressional investigation
challenging the Pentagon assurances.
“ Now, more than ever, I’m going to
continue pursuing this," said McCloskey,
D-Ind.

ILL Be BACK

Color Copies & More
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World
Japan’s prime minister resigns

Officials claim guerrilla
shelling ignites conflict

TOKYO (A P) — Prim e
Minister Noboru Takeshita an
nounced on Tuesday that he will
resign to take responsibility for a
massive influence-peddling scan
dal he said has led to growing
public distrust of politicians.
The scandal and a widely
criticized sales tax that took ef
fect April 1 sent his popularity
rating skidding to a rock-bottom
3.9 percent and made him
Japan’s most unpopular prime
minister since World War II.
Takeshita, 65, spoke at a na
tionally televised news con
ference after telling a Cabinet
meeting he would end his 18month tenure in office, half of it a
downhill slide due to a scandal
named after the Recruit Co. con
glomerate.
“ The Recruit question has
caused a grave crisis for the na
t i o n ’s
p a r lia m e n ta r y
democracy,” he said. “ As the
chief executive of government
and president of the ruling party,
I deeply apologize.”
The prime minister said he will
step down after the fiscal 1989
budget is passed. That leaves the
timing of his resignation uncer
tain because Parliament is
deadlocked by an opposition
boycott of budget deliberations.
Parliament is expected to pass
the budget by early May.
It also was unclear who would
succeed him since other senior
figures in the governing Liberal
Democratic Party are tainted by

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — Guerrilla rocket and artillery at
tacks on Jalalabad took the lives of four people, and return fire by |
government soldiers killed 54 insurgents, the government said
Monday.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Mohammad Nabi Amani also
reported fighting in three other provinces during the previous 24
hours. He gave the casualties as 32 dead and six wounded.
At the United Nations in New York, Afghan Foreign Minister
Abdul Wakil on Monday said his government will retaliate against
Pakistan if it does not stop supporting Afghan rebels.
He told the Security Council in a 90-minute speech, “ If the Secu
rity Council fails to adopt necessary measures for defusing the
present tense situation, and if Pakistani aggression and intervention
against our country is continued, we will have no choice but the firm
and patriotic defense of our country.”
Wakil said the Pakistani side must understand that its territory
was as vulnerable to rocket attacks as Afghanistan, bombarded by
rockets transported across the Afghan-Pakistani border.
None of the casualty figures reported Monday could be verified.
Both the Marxist government and Moslem guerrillas generally ex
aggerate the other side’s losses.
Amani said guerrillas fired from two directions on Jalalabad,
which they have besieged for seven weeks. He said four civilians
were killed and 12 wounded.
Soldiers returned the fire, the spokesman said, and he gave enemy
casualties as 54 killed and 35 wounded. Amani claimed Pakistani
and Saudi advisers were among the dead.
Two soldiers were wounded and three houses and a marrket
destroyed by the guerrilla shelling, he said.
Jalalabad is a provincial capital 75 miles east of Kabul and once
Ihad a population of 64,000. It has been under heavy rocket and ar
tillery attack since the siege began March 6.
Capturing it would give the insurgents a base for the exile govlernment they formed in Pakistan two months ago and help them
gain momentum for an attack on the capital. Jalalabad is near the
Afghanistan end of the Khyber Pass, about 45 miles from the
Pakistan frontier.
When the offensive began, guerrilla leaders predicted Jalalabad
Iwould fall within days, but the Afghan army is equipped with
sophisticated Soviet weapons and has repulsed the attacks.
IDiplomats in Kabul say both sides have suffered heavy casualties.

donations from Recruit.
News reports cited former
Foreign Minister Masayoshi Ito
as a possible successor to
Takeshita, but Ito is 75 and ail
ing. He is a diabetic.
W hite H ouse spokesm an
Marlin Fitzwater, traveling with
President Bush in San Jose,
said Tuesday night, “ Japan is a
close ally and friend. We will
continue to work closely with the
new prime minister and gov
ernment.”
T ak esh ita
becam e
prim e
minister in November 1987. He

SALE
ALL M O I M AIN lUKKS ON SALK
Caieyc Cycling Compuier S2y.HX
A ll mountain Bike Shoes 2(V/f Off
U-LiK-ks Only SI7.8S
PLUS TOO M A N Y SPECIALS TO MENTION

KRKK CYCLINTi HAT - .11 ST ASK!

Broad
Street

SALE
DATES
Sat. April 22
through
Sat. April 29
Open 7 days
Weekends till 7 pm

.ongtime library
supervisor leaves
[eserve Room
A longtime “ pillar” of the
library’s Reserve Room is leav
ing the old books behind and
)pening a new chapter in her life
tomorrow.
R osem ary
C am ero n ,
the
leserve Room supervisor, is
retiring after 25 years as a Cal
*oly staff member and a 20-year
veteran of the library.
“ Rosemary is a key person in
the library’s outreach to hunIreds of students and faculty,’’
aid Linda Dobb, a library assisant. “ With senior projects,
ooks, articles from professors,
the has decided how best to
ake them accessible to stuents.’’
“ She is really for the stuents,’’ said library assistant
ayle Chipman. “ She really went
o bat for the students to get the
xtended hours reinstated.
“ In being in charge of the
eserve Room, she thought the
riority should be toward helping
he students. She personally
teps in, calls the instructor and
.. goes out of her way for stuents in any part of the library.”
Cameron was hired in 1964 as
n accounting clerk and moved
|o the library five years later,
or the last 12 years, she has
upervised the Reserve Room.
Dobb estimated that, because
f Cameron’s position in the
library. she has probably helped
lore students than any other
haff or faculty member at Cal
*oly.
The Reserve Room handles
kbout 300,000 “ check-outs” per
rear, a figure that has tripled
fince Cameron took over as head,
^hipman said.
Cameron’s son. Bill Swanson,
a Cal Poly industrial engineer
ing graduate and a vice president
for Raytheon near Boston.
She plans to start an active
retirement immediately and leave
for Arizona Friday to visit her
laughter, Libby Fairies, and her
|wo grandchildren.
‘She will leave a favorable imiression on instructors and stulents,” Chipman said.

BiMes

541- 5878

m

denied wrongdoing but acknowl
edged receiving more than SI
million in what he called legal
political donations from the
Recruit Co. Weekend news
reports said he also borrowed
S381,7(X) from the information
publishing giant in 1987, return
ing the funds a few months later.
A former Takeshita aide and a
relative also profited from sales
of the Recruit Cosmos shares for
a total of $192,000.
About 17 politicians or their
aides and 150 other influential
people have also profited.

741 Humbert St.
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Regulations prompt NASA officials to resign
WASHINGTON (AP) An
astronaut scheduled to command
a space shuttle flight next year
and two high NASA officials an
nounced their resignations Mon
day, with two saying their deci
sions were prompted by new fed
eral retirement regulations.
Astronaut Jon A. McBride. 45,
announced he will retire from
NASA on May 12 and will retire
from the Navy in “ the near
future.”
Noel W. Hinners. the thirdranking executive in NASA, said
he will retire on May 14, the day
b efo re new p o st-retirem en t
regulations
for
government
employees go into effect.
James B. Odom, 55, chief of
NASA's space station program,
announced he is retiring next
Sunday and blamed the sudden
decision on “ the impact of some

upcoming changes on governme
nt retirees.”
McBride, a captain in the
Navy, was scheduled to com
mand the STS-35 space shuttle
mission set for launch next
March. NASA announced that
veteran astronaut Vance D.
Brand would take over that job.
McBride was selected as an
astronaut in 1978 and flew into
space one time, as pilot on an
October 1984 shuttle mission. He
had been scheduled to command
a mission in March 1986, but the
flight was deferred when the
shuttle fleet was grounded
following the Jan. 28, 1986, ex
plosion
o f space
shuttle
Challenger.
“ I’ve spent an extremely
rewarding 25 years with NASA
and the Navy,” McBride said in
a statement released by the

Johnson Space C enter in
Houston. “ This move has been a
very difficult decision for me.
But in the final analysis, I felt it
was time to make a career
change and return to West
Virginia.”
Hinners blamed his decision to
retire on what he called “ uncer
tainty in interpretation of new
post-employment laws.”
A geologist and geochemist,
Hinners served as chief scientist
for NASA. He began his space
career in l%3 by helping to plan
the scientific exploration of the
moon during the Apollo program.
He later served as director of the
National Air and Space Museum
in Washington and director of
the G oddard Space Flight
Center. Hinners joined the
NASA senior management team
in Washington in 1987.

Psychiatrists protest new iaw
W ASHINGTON
(A P)
—
Psychiatrists are up in arms
about a new law allowing the
m ilita r y
to
tra in
its
psychologists to prescribe pow
erful drugs for depression and
mental illness.
It’s the newest battlefield for a
long-running dispute over who is
qualified to write prescriptions.
Psychiatrists, who have medical
degrees, say their qualifications
a re
in d is p e n s a b le .
But
psychologists, who don’t have
M.D.’s, suggest money is really
at the heart of efforts to keep
them out.
Currently, no state permits
psychologists
to
prescribe
psychotropic drugs, which range
from mild tranquilizers to anti
psychotic medications that can
affect the cardiovascular and
motor systems.
The new provision on military
psychologists, pushed by Sen.
Daniel K. Inouye, D-Hawaii, was
included in a House-Senate con
ference report on the fiscal year
1989 appropriation for the
Defense Department. Congress

approved the measure Sept. 30,
1988, and it was signed by
then-President Reagan the next
day.
“ Given the importance of ad
dressing ‘battle fatigue,’ the con
ferees agree that the department
should establish a demonstration
pilot training program under
which military psychologists
may be trained and authorized to
issue appropriate psychotropic
medications under certain cir
cumstances,’’ according to a
legislative report accompanying
the provision.
Courtney Welton, an Army
spokesman, said the service “ is
considering” the issue, including
training procedures.
Inouye’s efforts on behalf of
psychologists have been spurred
by his administrative assistant.
Patrick
DeLeon, a trained
psychologist and member of the
b o a rd
o f th e
A m e ric a n
Psychological Association.
DeLeon, in a written pres
entation last December, said it is
“ absurd, to put it mildly,” to
“ proclaim that one needs to go to

medical school and take all of
their courses” in order to write
prescriptions for psychotropic
drugs.
In a telephone interview,
DeLeon said the Defense
Department “ seems a perfect
place for this expansion” of
p sy ch o lo g ists’ a u th o rity to
prescribe drugs because of its
training facilities and a high in
cidence of mental health pro
blems in the military.
That’s not how the medical
community sees it.
“ To attem p t to provide
military
psychologists
with
prescribing privileges without
accredited medical education and
post-graduate clinical residence
training ... trivializes
medical
diagnosis and judgment,” said
Dr. Melvin Shabshin, medical
d irecto r of the Am erican
Psychiatric Association.
Dr. Donald Bennett, director of
the drug division at the Ameri
can Medical Association, said
simply, “ We think it is inappro
priate for psychologists to
prescribe psychoactive drugs.”

^ I didn’t get to pick
the most desirable or
optimun time to
retire.
— James B. Odom ^
Odom, a 33-year veteran of
NASA, has headed the space
station program for a year. The
agency is in the midst of a major
push to persuade Congress to
budget funds for starting con
struction on the station.
“ I regret the timing of my
decision, but the impact of some
upcoming changes on governme
nt retirees made it such that I
did not get to pick the most
desirable or optimum time to
retire,” said Odom in a state
ment.
Odom started his space career

as a rocket engineer with the
Army in 1956, and transferred to
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight
Center in 1959. He helped to
develop the external tank used
on the space shuttle and the
space telescope which will be
launched next year.
A spokesman for the National
Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration said that regula
tions going into effect May 15
will restrict the freedom of
retired NASA executives to go to
work for commercial aerospace
companies.
The spokesman, who asked not
to be named, also said that some
NASA officials feel they must
leave before the rules take effect
“ to take care of their families.”
“ There will probably be some
m ore
(re s ig n a tio n s ),’’ the
spokesman said.

‘Jane Roe’ gets support
from Hollywood stars
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Hollywood celebrities and local
politicians pledged thousands
of dollars to provide protection
for Norma McCorvey, “ Jane
Roe” in the landmark Roe vs.
Wade abortion case.
Proceeds from the $I00-aplate Sunday brunch will pay
for an armed guard and tem
porary housing for McCorvey,
whose home was the target of
shotgun blasts this month in
an attack she blames on abor
tion foes.
Among the 150 supporters
attending the fund-raiser were
actresses Michele Lee, Barbara
Bain, Valerie Harper, and Tina
Louise
and
actor-director
Leonard Nimoy. Councilman
Nate Holden also attended.
“ I’m just overwhelmed by all
this,” said McCorvey as guests
mingled at the Bad restaurant
on Beverly Boulevard.
McCorvey also will be on
hand Wednesday when the
U.S. Supreme Court hears oral
arguments in a Missouri abor
tion case whose outcome could
reverse or weaken the 1973

Roc vs. Wade dedsion legaliz
ing abortion.
In recent weeks, McCorvey
has been the target of harass
ment and attack, she said.
Vandals have thrown eggs at
her Dallas home and strewn
baby clothes on the front yard.
She also received in the mail a
picture of herself with horns
drawn on her head.
The most serious attack
came April 4. As McCorvey
slept, three shotgun blasts
shattered a window and dam
aged her car shortly before she
was to appear at a pro-choice
March on Washington. She has
been in hiding ever since.
“ I was frig h te n e d , of
course,” she said. “ Then I got
very mad.”
Feminist attorney Gloria
Allred, who organized the
fund-raiser, said McCorvey has
been the victim of “ hysteria”
surrounding the abortion issue.
“ Even those who do not be
lieve that women should have
the right to choose abortion
should abhor such violence,”
said Ms. Allred.

Correction
In the April 24 Mustang Daity, due to an editing error, a quote
in the ASI elections story was misattributed. Ellen Sanders said,
“ I’m really excited, and relieved. It was a lot of hard work ... I’m
looking forward to a great year,” not Ricardo Echeverría.
Also in the April 24 edition, Victor Roberts of Crestón Manor
Winery was misidentifled as an ecology major. He was an
enology major.
The Mustang Daily regrets the errors.
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If urors ill, but North
eliberations go on
WASHINGTON (AP) — One
the jurors weighing Oliver
lorth’s fate complained Monday
high blood pressure, and the
iidge said, “ there is a cold virus
inning through other Jurors."
But deliberations in North’s
J ia l continued through a third
f »ay.
,
^ In mid-afternoon, the jury sent
note to U.S. District Judge
erhard A. Gesell that "people
re complaining of being too
lose, too tight," and asked “ can
ou help with a bigger room."
Gesell did. He made his couroom available with U.S. marhals at the front and back doors,
ntil then, the jury had been in
n 18-by-I2 room and had the use
f a similar-size adjoining room
s a lounge.
The jurors spent about six
ours in their task before quiting for the day.
They have deliberated a total
f IS hours since they began on
riday.
In her note, jury foreman
ise M. Anderson asked for a
ozen yellow legal pads and said
n a footnote that “ right now we
re reading (no talking) through
ocuments that pertain
to
^ charges."
She said, too, “ we will always
take lunch at 12 noon for one
lour," suggesting that the jurors
were settling in for an extended
lay.

“ None of these people are
complaining they can’t go for
w ard," said Gesell after he
received the note about the
juror’s blood pressure.
He summoned lawyers for both
sides into the courtroom for the
first time since the jury received
the case last Thursday.
But, Gesell said, “ there is
potentially a health problem with
these jurors."
There was no discussion in
court of what course would be
followed if any of the jurors were
forced to dropout.
Court rules state that if it
becomes necessary to excuse a
juror during deliberations, “ in
the discretion of the court a valid
verdict may be returned by the
remaining 11 jurors."
North, the former Reagan ad
ministration aide, was not in
court Monday.
He has been on trial since Jan.
31 on 12 criminal charges that
include lying to Congress,
obstructing congressional and
presidential inquiries, and mak
ing personal use of funds involv
ed in the secret effort to help the
Nicaraguan Contra rebels at a
time when official U.S. aid was
banned.
He could be sentenced to as
much as 60 years in prison and
fined up to $3 million if convicted
on all counts.
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High Court leaves award intact
$15 million prize
penalty fo r stock
deflation by PKL
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court refused to over
turn a $1S million jury award
stemming from the takeover of a
California manufacturer of semi
conductor test equipment.
The court, without comment
Monday, rejected an appeal by
Eaton Corp. of Cleveland, which
was ordered to pay the money as
punitive damages to PKL Com
panies Inc., of New York City.
The case has its origins in the
mid-1970s when a company call
ed Cutler-Hammer Inc. sought to
acquire the stock of Macrodata
Corp. in California, the maker of
semiconductor test equipment.
PKL Companies was a minori
ty shareholder in Macrodata. It
filed suit in 1976 accusing
Cutler-Hammer
of
illegally
d e p re s s in g
th e p ric e o f
Macrodata stock.
Eaton Corp. later took over
Cutler-Hammer and a jury in
California ordered it to pay PKL
Companies $2.6 million in actual
damages and $IS million as
punishment for the illegal con
duct.
In the appeal acted on Mon
day, Eaton Corp. said the SIS
million award was unconstitu
tional. Eaton Corp. said it was
innocent of any wrongdoing and

should not be made to pay tor
any misconduct by CutlerHammer. It also said the $15
million award was excessive.
The Supreme Court is con
sidering a similar issue in
another case this year but decid
ed today not to delay action in
the Eaton Corp. appeal pending
that ruling, which is expected to

be announced by July.
In urging the justices to reject
the Eaton Corp. appeal, PKL
Companies said the Ohio cor
poration failed to raise constitu
tional issues when the case was
decided by the California courts.
The case is Eaton Corp. vs.
The PKL Companies, 87-1354.

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes

le g e n d a r y te m p le of th e m o o n g o d !’

PS/2 - top of the charts!

^X A

For a lim ited tim e, vou have voiir choice o f th re e IHM IV rsonal S v stem /2 '
m odels at a special cam pus price. T hese P S /2 m odels a re on th e to p of th e
charts in quality and value. So, stop in and see us todavl
•

would like to thank the lovely
ladies that m ade the Rent - A - Lambda
a great success.

•

m

PS/2 .Model 30 286
The 8530-E 21 includes 1 Mb
m em ory, an 8 0 2 8 6 (10 M H z)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1 .4 4 M b). 20 M b fixed disk drive,
IBM M ouse. 8 5 1 3 Color Display,
D O S 4 .0 . Microsoft* Windows/
286. W ord and hDC Windows
Express^^. S o ftw a re is lo ad ed
an d re a d y to go!

m .
Atp

AXÍ2

AOn

rtpB

IK

The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
m em ory, an 8 0 2 8 6 (10 M H z) proc
essor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 M b), 30 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM M ouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture’“, 8 5 1 3 Color Display,
D O S 4 .0, Microsoft W indow s/286,
W ord. Excel and hD C W indows
Express. S o ftw a re is lo ad ed an d
re a d y to go!

ZTA

OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING OPTIONS
C o lle g e C h a le t

I TNIAVREDRE SNnS Y
^

320 Kentucky Street

766 Boysen Street

l o q thill

h a c i e n d a

190 California Boulevard

List
Price

Your
Price*

$4,122 $2,599

PS/2 Model 50 Z
KA0

1240 -1260

Fredcrtc&s
Fredricks Street

RMS HOUSING
543-6819

17

$4,751

$ 3 ^

PS/2 .Model 70 386
The 8570-E 61 includes 2 Mb
m emory, an 8 0 3 8 6 (16 M H z)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 M b), 60 M b fixed disk drive,
IBM M ouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture, 85 1 3 Color Display,
D O S 4 .0, Microsoft W indow s/386,
W ord, Excel and hD C Windows
Express. S o ftw a re is loaded
a n d re a d y to go!

$7,791 $4,749

•This otter is limited to qualitied students taculty and statt who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-321 8550-031 or 8 5 7 0 -E 6 1
o no f betöre June 30, 1989 Prices quoted do not include sales tax Orders are subieci to availability IBM m ay withdraw
the promotion at any time without written notice

Stop by El Corral Bookstore for more details and financing options, OR come see
us on campus in May at these times and locations:

Tuesdays
Wednesdays
IBM P#r*on«i Sy$t#m 2 and P S 2 ar§ req<st»rvd
Microsoff $ 1 'a ? » la 'to fraoamarx c*

10am - 2pm
9am -4pm
r* •«t#"'a»'0''ai
M c 'C » c " C o 'P O 'a 'o r

University Union Square
UU219
= = = =

Mach-na» Co^ooration i0 M M*cro Chaonat Architactur# 1» a iradam ark of iB M Corp<Kition
W noows t ip ra ss • a »
of tha hO C Com putar Corporation

Microsoft W ord and Excel A cadem ic Editions
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By Leigh Rubin

Fusion seen as last great energy source
WASHINGTON (AP) — The year is 2089 and
fusion power plants are energizing the world, hringing the benefits of virtually unlimited electricity
to countries everywhere.
Earth’s sky is crystalline blue, purged of the
gases and gunk that soured the atmosphere above
whole continents a century before when fossil fuels
were the main energy of civilization.
Concerns about the greenhouse effect and pro
blems of acid rain are now only academic
curiosities. An atmosphere once choked with the
combustion gases of fossil fuels is slowly cleaning
itself. And life is returning to lakes and streams
that previously were acid-filled.
Such is the world that scientists and engineers
envision with the advent of fusion, the process by
which atoms are fused together to release energy.
Their visions are not just wishful thinking, but
goals that must be achieved, according to some
experts, because the age of fossil fuels is expected
to start drawing to a close within only a few de
cades. And when fossil fuels are gone or become
impractically expensive, something must be ready
to take their place.
“ The most likely thing will be fusion.*’ Harold P.
Furth, director of the Princeton University plasma
physics laboratory. “ The present projections are
that by the year 2040 or 2050, there will be a
divergence between the energy required for a
growing population and the energy available from
fossil fuels, easily obtainable uranium and other

Kona Coffee

ALPHA PHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY INC.

12oz. capuccino, latte, or mocha
special good Friday, Saturday
and Sunday only

wants YOU to be there for all the fun!

JAMMIN

sponsored by Superior Coffee

W h e n : S a t . A p r i l 29, 1989

977 Foothill Blvd. (between Kinko's & Burger King) 546-0369

$ 2 05

SPECIAL
F o o tlo n g S ub
(#sl-14)

977 Foothill Blvd. (between Kinko's & Burger King) 546-0369

sources.
“ There will be quite a calamity unless something
new is ready.’*he added.
The “ cold fusion” process announced last month
by the University of Utah is still controversial and
unproven. But Furth and others believe a fusion
process based on compressing deuterium plasma
and heating it to 100 million degrees can be
developed within two decades or less.
Thousands of researchers working at both feder
al and university laboratories are moving closer
and closer to the point where the fusion fires will
ignite and burn, powered by deuterium or
hydrogen, chemicals easily extracted from
seawater.
Most experts believe the fusion future lies with
the high-pressure “ hot” process, but they would
welcome convincing proof that Utah’s cold, roomtemperature fusion works because it possibly could
be developed more quickly.
Eric Storm, a fusion research project leader at
the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in California,
said that researchers could have a fusion-fired
power plant operating by the year 2020 if the in
dustrial nations of the world would commit the
resources.
“ Fusion is the energy source that nature prefers.
It’s the one that drives the sun and the stars.” said
Storm. “ And nature is efficient.”
“ We could have fusion in just 15 years or so,”
Sec FUSION, page 20
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Where: Cal Poly University Union
(Chumash Auditorium)
Time: 9:00 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 Donation $4.00 after 10 p.m.
Music by: Good Vibrations Mobil Music
Do Not Miss This Event!
Step show to precede event at 6:00 p.m.
For details contact Paul 546-8546 or Blaine at 549-8238

DRESS FOR SUCCESS.

p a r a

762 higuera street
(805) 543*0582

SOPHOMORES
li you’ie ciiiollcd in the second year of a («)lle]i'e |>i()giain leadiiiji'
to an associate or liaet alani cale decree from an attrediled (oliere
or university, yon tould lx- earning m ore than S I .100 a month
d in in g your jnnior and senior years ol lollege. ( l ei lmieal majors
may earn payments (or np to :IC) monilis.) I hai's a loial o( S 1(1,000
by graduation! You must he at least IH hni not more than 2r> years
old. he a United States titizen and have a il.t) C I’A. lo see il yon
(|ualiiy lo r the lia aa laiire ate Degree Completion Program
(BDCP), call: LTJG Zolman at (800) 252-1586 or (213) 298-6650.

NAVY OFFICER

Mustang Daily

f ie s t a
From page 1
contest.”
Chaldu, a Lompoc resident, is
sponsored by the Southern
California Gas Company’s San
Luis Obispo office.
The only thing sophomore
Julie Jacobs knew about La Fi
esta was that there was a parade.
"This is a whole new experi
ence for me,” she said, "and I’m
really interested in learning what
La Fiesta is all about. I’ve
started selling my tickets, but
it’s hard with all my homework.”
Jacobs, 20, an animal science
major from Thousand Oaks,
plans to attend veterinary school
at the University of California,
Davis. She is sponsored by the
Cal Poly Rose Float Club.
Tracy Morrell, a 23-year-old
p sy c h o lo g y
an d
hum an

“ SAM**
MEETMG THURS 11 AM AG ENG 123
WE NEED YOU FOR POLY ROYAL
COME AND HELP US OUT. IT S
GONNA BE A BLAST'________________
Have some fun in ttw Nacimtento sun

WATER SKI CLUB

Poly Ryl.Gef WIet.Trips & Tour mfo.
Banquet & Elections-4/26 7:30 E27
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development senior from Shell
Beach, has been busy selling
tickets.
“ I work 30 hours a week, so I
sell them mostly at the Yogurt
Shoppe,” Morrell said. “ If I won
the contest, I would use the
money towards my teaching
credential since I have to go
through more school.”
After graduating in June,
Morrell plans to get her elemen
tary teaching credential.
The Yogurt Shoppe in San Luis
Obispo is sponsoring Morrell.
The La Fiesta Queen Corona
tion is May 16. The first run
ner-up will receive a $300 U.S.
savings bond while the second
runner-up will get a $200 bond.
Rose McKeen, a local realtor
and businesswoman, has been
chosen by the La Fiesta Com
mittee to be this year’s Grand
Marshal. McKeen is the first
woman chosen as Grand Marshal
of the La Fiesta Parade.

ALL GREEK BBLE STUDY
TONITE-WED
AT 8 30 FISHER SCI 289
BE THERE!

ABTAEZHGIKAM
M ustang D aily
C lassified A ds
Will have
Greek Letters
for
Greek Week!

Get Psyched!
Ads for Monday and Tuesday must be turned
in by 10am Thursday, April 27

OnPZTYOX'FQ

ALPHA PHI IS FIRED UP FOR
GREEK WEEK 89!! GOOD LUCK TO
ALL CAL POLY GREEKS!!!_____________
AXO PROUDLY SUPPORTS
BRIDGET WALSH
AS OUR GREEK GODDESS!!!!

I.TS.

Industnal Tetmology society
meeting BBQ Thurs 4/27 11 ;00
GRC (bWg26) rm104

^

CALPOLY
GREEKS!
During Greek Wbek your Fraternity

$ 4 GRAD TKTS

MEETWG-WEDNESDAY 6:00 RM 52-A12

or Sorority can advertise Display
Ads in the Mustang Daily for a
SPECIAL RATE Call 758-1143__________

GRAD

SCE

Congrats to the new initiates of
AXOM luv, your Alpha Cfu sisters_________

PILIPINO CLUB

WM. A(k .26, 7:30 pm. Bldg13-118
Doni miss out-wre need your help
for POLY ROYAL!!______________________

SPJ-«rsi D oni forget our meeting
tomorrow...at 11 a m. in GA303

ADS FOR NEXT
MON. & TUES.
MUST BE IN BY APRS. 27 AT
10 00 AM NO LATER!___________________

CLUB
ROYALE

GREEK GODDESS IS KICKMG OFF THE
FIRST EVENTS OF GREEK WEEK SO
D O N T MISS OUT! THIS WED. APRIL
26 IN CHUMASH AT 7 00PM.____________

GREEK LETTERS
AVAILABLE

in Classifieds during Greek WbekI
Ads for Monday A Tuesday must be
in by April 27 at 10AM NO LATER!_______

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Thanks for a great retreatm had a BLA8TII
Love, Ybur Pledges

Doni Miss This Event
Saturday April 29-9 00pmSTEP SHOW t 6 PRECEDE DANCE 6PM
An Alpha Phi Alpha Production
DO YOU V9XNT TO IMPROVE YOUR UU?

UNION EXEC
COMMITTEE

is accepting applications for
membership, available from Carmen
in UU 202A Return by Thur Apr. 27

POLY ROYAL
KICKOFF PARTY

TOPEKA
WITH

AT THE

ROSE & CROWN
THURS. 9:00

GET READY TO

GET WET

Party w/ waterski. sailing & wind
surf clubs. Lopez Lake-Sat. May 6th
Wstest event of the year-UU for info ______

M u st a n g D aily
C l a s s if i e d s

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM
PEP SQUAD TRYOUTS*FOOTBALL 89!
Coed squad & Mascot Info Meeting
’/2on.4/24 and Mon.5/1 8pm Mott Gym
For more info. 541-5612 eves.____________
TUTORS NEEDED FOR ALL CAL POLY
ACADEMIC COURSES
CONTACT TUTOR REFERRAL SERVICE
CHASE HALL ROOM 101
TELEPHONE 756-1256__________________

WILDFLOWER
NEEDED

FOR 5/5-7. Meeting 4/25J^ m .
BLDG. 52 E27 INFO-MATT 541-8010

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
”A FRIEND FOR LIFE”

OX-JON P-OX

Happy 23rd B-day!
Wish we could rage together!
your SDSU sweetheart
SUNGLASSES! and an outstanding deall
Ray-Ban, O a k l^ , Vuarnot, Sundoud,
Revo's, Bucci, Gargoyles, Frogskins,
Maui-Jims, Hobie. and Ski Optics.
Cheap to start with plus 10% off
the top with a Cal Poly ID Super
Deals on swimwear, shorts and Tshirts too The Sea Barn Avila Beach

t ic k e t s '

I NEED JUNE GRAD TICKETS W LL
PAY $ CALL 489-2299.544-5295,
OR 473-1942

~ HELP I NEED GRAD TICKETSI
Can Stephanie at 546-9810

Bring him to his knees with a
little stnp-taaae! Cat 772-5609________

CAR TROUBLE?
BOWMAN’S SERVICES
ON CAMPUS SERVICE
541-4919

DO YOU WANNA DANCETI
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND
W E IL BRWG THE PARTY MACHWE
TO YOU!
Zippers replaced $6. hems $3 & up
mending. Helen's Alterations 1591
Mill St 544-0858

PROTOTYPE WORD PROCESSING
CALL PATTY 544-1783

LORA DEILY-great job at Greek
Goddess! You’re a stud! LUV EK

“ NETTIE DeJONG

Good luck tonight at Greek Goddess!
AOII LOVES YOU!

Phi-Delts-The SNAKEY Ks had a
great time SOUTH of the BORDER!!

SUZI CASHMAN

GOOD LUCK to Gamma Phis Greek God
dess!!! Youll be GREAT tonight!!!

D O N T MISS REC SPORTS’ 6TH ANNUAL
NIGHT MOVES 5K FUN RUN! IT’S AN
ANNUAL FOR A GOOD REASON. COME
FIND OUT WHY! UU119_______________

Gambling & drinking adventure!
May 19-21. Hotel and bus provided
All welcome. Cheap! Call 546-0302________
Scramble Golf Tourn. at Los Osos
Sea Pines. Fri May 5,at 3:00
Sign up at Rec Sports $28.00/team

TOP DOLLAR FOR GRAD TICKETS
CALL EDDIE AT 541-3469

includes earrings THE GOLD
CONCEPT 740 Higuera 544-1068
HEY CAL POLY: SHOW THE WORLD &

RECYCLE
POLY ROYAL

TIE-DYE

Class at the Craft Center. Or
take )ewelry,ceramics.R/C
model plane building, dried
flower arranging.wood.painting
Photo.AND MORE!

RHYTHM AKIMBO

FRI. Ila m -N o o n Dexter Lawn
FRI. 1-7pm TG IN POLY CANYON

LOST DOG BRNTAN/WHITE AUSSIE.BIue
eyes, 12 mos.Gone on 4/3 seen 4/19
at Cal Poly pool REWARD 541-4951.
LOST perscription sunglasses near
faculty office bldg roddish-brown
lenses REWIARD call Alan 528-8688

Part time documentation control /
electronics assembly technioan.
Prefer CAD literate candidate
with 2 to 3 years college m a
technical major. Contact Keith
Kaste at DEO. 543-0414________________
SUMMER SLO RECREATION LEADERS"
Leaders will plan and lead activitias for elementary or pra-schooi
age children Enthusiastic people
needed Call 549-7289 or pick up
an application at 860 Pacific St

Brand new 2400B Halfcard modem, w/
software Hayes-Compatible Still in
the original package $100. 544-6547______
HP41CV battery-pac. recharger,
advanced solutions-pac.programming
manual8.$t50 OBO 995-3112JO E -aftf 7

PAGEMAKER 3.0 SOFTWARE
COMPLETE BOOKS-DISKS UNOPENED
$210 927-3903
SCUBA GEAR
2 men’s wetsuits. 2 women's
wetsuits.BC.regulator.misc.
gear.canoe 544-9140 evenings.__________
UNIVEGA 12-SPEED, $75. OLYMPUS
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA $35 STEW
541-4596_____________________________

'79 Ford Fiesta 800$ 544-4476
1970 Porshe 914, white, new paint.
tires, & upholstery $3000 544-1048
57 CHEVY. GOOD COND. LOW MIl¥ s
FUN LITTLE CAR. MARK 543-2299
^
4 Females needed to share in 3bed
2 '/ 2ba semi-furnished condo w/d hot
tub yard garage$900/mo Avail 9/89
or earlier KATHY 541-6421______________
FM RMT SUMMER SHARE RM NICE
CONDO MUST SEE CALL CINDY 543-1522

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday and Sunday 1-4

KrIa Kar NOW Laaa(r>g for Fall
607 Grand |ust south or 101
2 Bedroom Deluxe Townhomes
^ool.Hot Tub.Microwaves
Call Linda 543-3913

STUCK HERE 4
THE SUMMER?

Never tear' 2BDRM Duplex
sublet avail 6/19 $525/mo NEG
10 min from Poly, backyard,
wash mach. Call Alison or
Donna x1143 days. 544-3716 eve.

AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE ^FO RM ATIO N PACKET
AVALABLE. ON CAMPUS CALLMARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO’’ For a
FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses & condos for sale
in SLO CALL Steve Nelson 543-8370
and leave message Farrell Smyth,Inc
PINE CREEK CONDO 4 SALE
3 bdrm&loft,2 bath.carport.& xtras
2 biks from Poly 139,000 544-5030

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -Fisher
ies
Earn $600/week in cannery, $8000$12,000 for two months on fishing
vessel Over 8,000 openings.No exp
erience necessary. Mala or Female.
Start June 21 For 64-page employ
ment booklet.send $6 95 to M&L
Research,Dept.801,Box 84008,
eattle, WA 98124-30 day.unconditional 100% money back guarantee

College grads-get the new jobs
you want get the questions and
answers for a powerful interview
invest in your future today Send
$2 to Vivre Publications PO Box
6025 Morga CA 94540
DAY CAMP STAFF from San Francisco
East Bay for: Counselors, Swim
Staff. Swim Director, Fishing,
Sports, Environmental Education,
Riding Instructors, Maintenance
Positions Roughing It Day Camp,
P.O Box 1266. Orinda. CA 14563.
415-283-3795

STUDENTS,
WHY PAY RENT

when you can own for under $500/
mnth incld. space rent oac 2 bdrm
1967 Fleetwood remodelled inside
and out-also manv more to choose
from BEACH CITIES MOBILE
HOMES, 473-0440.

B u s in e s s
D ir e c to r y !

ROOM FOR RENT

Male Roommate needed
2 BDRM HOUSE close to Poly
Washer/Dryer $250 per mo. plus util.
No Animals CALL Thom 541-8667

BISHOP HAMBURGERS help wanted
flexible hours Full or part time
apply today in person see SHANNON
SAT. NIGHT AT BAJA
WITH GUESTS COLLAGE OF I

GOVERNMENT JOBS Sl6.040-59.230/YR
Now hiring Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext. R -10081 for current federal
l i s t . ____________________________

YAMAHA KEYBOARD. NEW $225. WILL
SELL FOR $125 543-9178

EAR PIERCING $10 per pair

LAS VEGAS '

FESTIVAL AND TRIATHLON

VOLUNTEERS

Gamma Phi congrats our new A$l
Vice Pres-ELLEN SANDERS and ASI
senators-JOANNA BANDLER and JANISE DEVOEIItVWytogotIt______________

C A U EDDIE AT 541-3469

Emptoyment

’ /2 bdrm townhou .es.Walk to PolyPool,sauna.Iaundry.For more info
call 543-2032
3 bIks from Campus.one and Two
bedrm Townhouse,pool,sauna
laundry Rm 543-2032 avail Fall
5bdr. summer rent house-big backyd.
wash/diyer, furnished 541-9505
MUST SEE call soon to arrange
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
PRIVATE OR SHARED ROOM
CALL 544-7772 EVENINGS 772-3927
Apt. 6-16-89 to 6-15-90, 2 bdrm.
Furn for 4, mear Poly, $580/mo
for yr lease, $635/mo for 10-mo
lease. 543-0517 or 544-5385
NOW ACCEPTING 10 AND 12 MONTH
LEASES BEGINNING JUNE OR SEPT
FOR THREE BEDROOM APTS. 543-1450
EVES. 544-1023________.
NOW LEASING FOR FaV l
9 or 12 month lease. Furnished/
unfurnished two bedroom townhouses. new 2 bedroom flats,
private studios Call 543-4950

CHEESECAKE
IS lor sale by the slice in the
dairy section at the campus store
German Chocolate. Strawberry .Lemon

SL OPTOMETRIC CENTER 543-6632
Glasses-Contact Lenses-Eye Exams

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE
Laser prmts.fast service 546-0844
RESUMES^GRAPHIC^LASER PRINTS
Dreamscape Does IT' 541-6234

GULLIVER’S TRAVEL 546-8612
University Union Cal Poly
ra-ii:
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING $1.50
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214
C.W. Lavelle Secretarial Services
Studi disc. Quality work 528-5630______
R&R WORD PROCESSING 5 4 4 '^ 9 Ì
(ROÑA) Serving Cal Poly for 14yrs
LASER PRINTER Studi Rates By Appt
RESUMES. Senior Projects & More'
Lasei Printer - Laura-549 8966
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FUSION
From page IS

said Stephen Dean, president of
the Fusion Power Association, a
non-profit education foundation,
“ but the government hasn’t put
a high priority on it so it will
take 30 years or more.”
Dean said an investment by
the federal government of $I
billion a year for 15 years would
bring fusion power to reality, but
he said that isn’t likely to happen
“ until there’s an economic incen
tive.”
Most experts believe there will
be a slow phase-out of fossil fuels
as they become more expensive,
and that the 21st century even
tually evolve into an all-fusion
civilization.
Some of the fusion of that era
will be from manmade plants on
Earth. But the experts also be-

lieve there will be a more efficient
use of solar radiation, the energy
created by the natural fusion
process of the sun.
Once that time comes, accor
ding to scientists’ visions, oil
spills will be obscure footnotes in
history texts or just quaint
memories recalled by centurions
who lounge in the bright sunlight
o f a p o llu tio n - f r e e sky.
P e tro le u m ,
expensive and
becoming rare, will seldom be
used for fuel, and coal even less
often.
A fusion-driven world could
have automobiles and trucks
running on nearly silent electric
engines, leaving in their wake on
ly eddies of clean air — not the
rank clouds that trailed vehicles
of an earlier, gasoline-burning
____________________

CHECKS
From page 4
The CHP instituted the road
side sobriety checkpoint program
in 1984 after a satisfactory study
of its effectiveness in curbing
drunken driving. The study was
conducted in the Sacramento,
Bakersfield and Glendale areas.
CHP authorities throughout the
state participate in the program.
Some people may see the ran-

dom checkpoints as a violation of
their constitutional rights.
Ian Walker, a junior political
science major, who was stopped
by a checkpoint last year,
disagreed. “ If you were intox
icated it was to your benefit to
be pulled over. They probably
just saved your life and someone
else’s.”

Poly Royal
le Juice
U nsw eeten ed-fiedf G allon B ottle

Country Hearth Italian Bread
Sesame-1 P ou n d L o a f

Vons Sliced Meat Bologna

D AY

Regular or Thick-12 O unce Package

Swiss Miss Puddings
Selected Flavors-4 P ack/16 O unce Package

M Pqgen Cookies

CAO/ Z L

Selected Varieties-12 O unce Package

^ \J /O

12-Pack Coca Cola

Price

9 99

R e g ^ r or D iet-A ssorted Varieties-12 O unce C ans

^

%
Í-:

t.

Open House At
- Townhouse

I

y

A s s o m d P U ftio n

i

o r a u a m m i t lÀÊâÈùm

- Flats

4^0».

SO

f lJ

PRICES EFFECnVE 6 AM. APRII. 26 THRU MIDNIGHT MAY 2, 19«9.

- Studios
1 Mustang Dr. (Adjacent to Poly) 543-4950

WE RESERVE

T H E R IG H T T O LIMIT Q G A N T m E S .

